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DEFENDER
July 27, 1957

How Auto Dealers,BreweriesIgnord
Sepia Market On Huge TVMedi*
Roy's Beeh Just Rides, Notes For
Buying Cars, Big Head For Beers
By ROB ROY

But what about the major firms, more beer per capita than ,rither mat a n d program styling that
brewries, automobile mantffactur- sections of the various cities.
would have brought criticism front
ers, soft drink companies cigarAs for cigarettes drop back- his own people. Then it is rumored
ette brass cosmetic dispensers and stage at New York's Apollo or that "Mr. Wonderful" was show.
the like? They take our dollars, Chicago's Regal when a big time ing little' interest in a program
gladly but gives so little in re- show is appearing and see how that would not be sponsored. Samturn when it comes to "spread- many of the stags are without my, the rumor says, felt that his
ing the dough" for exploitation, smokes. Then rush around to the take would have been far less than
and advertising. Negroes annually lobby and notice how teeny pa- that received by the current broadspend several millions on the pro- trons leaving light up when reach- casting greats. He also knew his
ducts mentioned alone. Frcm a ing the door.
should and would be just as good
percentage of these millions go
On the surface this may not ap- and perhaps better than most,
budgets for television advertising. pear alarming. One might choose
There are of course advantages
GETS GUEST SIIOTS. That is Fats Domino's role.
Woman" because CBS-TY de.
A SET-UP ON THE.HOUSE.
No part of which 'reaches Sepia to say why complain about lack for the artists. The publicity contided sponsor or not they want. '
Duke Ellington appeared in a
entertaihers save for an occasion- of sponsorship if the broadcasting nected with being on television is
ed the "spectacular."
al guest spot where the pay is company is willing to foot the tell terrific. It also adds prestige to one shot deal, "A Drum Is A
lowest on the show. And worse That is the understatement of the the particular artist. In fact it
yet, to the producers and stars year. There is big money in spon- adds some money and lots of presmust go credit for this "handout;" sored shows but little more than tige for the star during a period
not the agencies or sponsors.
peanuts from sustaining pro-, he is earning money elsewhere,
One of the best shows on the grams. Let us say Ed Sullivan in a theatre or night club. Howair is the Nat King Cole program, nets $200,000 from his show an- ever that isn't the story. Why
NBC-TV Tuesday nights Yet it nually. So what, the sponsors pay should there be a difference?
is unsponsered. Why? The same close to MONO a night for the Specially when Negroes supply
old story of course. The agenc- show, making Sullivan's "take" more than a minority townrd keepies cannot get the firms to spon- just a pea in the huge pot. OR ing ledgers in black for breweries,
By AL MONROf
sor the show for reasons they the other hand a sustaining pro- cigarette companies and even the
successfully
rec- of 'Arleen Hunter and Australl•
LENA
HORNE
openly express. The firms, when gram (one without sponsor) has automobile industry. Is Dixie that
pressed bring the story out in the no such source of supply. The strong? Oh, brother, are you kid- ommended West Coast disc jockey an Jazz Quintet.
•••
open. Negroes on a show hurts broadcasting company must foot ding!
Joe Adams for a role in her soon
THE NBC-TV show, "Big Mo.
sale of the product, especially in the entire bill from its cash box.
play
Broadway
to be produced
ments,' will feature Jesse Oweir,,,
Dixie. True, or false this should In addition there is the little mat"Jamaica." ADAMS IS DUE TO July 26 with the famous
MIA,.
not influence a situation where ter of dropping a sponsored proarrive la New York Aug. 15 to telling of his experiences in the
the buying power would be balanc- gram to niake room for the "susbegin rehearsal for his Broadway Olympics held in Germany back
ed evenly or perhaps in favor of tainer," making the half hour or
debut. — THE POPULAR D. J. in 1936. — JESSE NATURALLY
the Negro market.
fifteen minutes a complete loss
WAS seen as the fight champion WILL be asked about the snub.
•••
financially save for spot announcein the film version of "Carmen bing he received from Hitler.- —
Whenever I read about Elvis ment takes,
Jones" that starred Dorothy Dan- THE FOUR STEP
• • •
BROTHERS are
Presley's four or five Cadillacs,
dridge and Harry Belafonte. MISS in Nation's
Capital appearing with
one gold, it occurs how lucky the
The case of Nat King Cole is, of
HORNE WILL, of course, have JERRY LEWIS. —
INCIDENTguy is actually. Not at being able course not unique. There have
top role in "Jamaica," written es- ALLY YOU'LL be seeing -quite a
to afford such exrensive luxury been other Sepia and even interpecially for her. — IMPORTANT
team
on
TV dial to a
bit of his
exactly, but realizing that he can racial shows that felt the sting
NEWS along Broadway - Harlem
special arrangement with ;allidTV
get his money back for, not one, of the Dixie brow-beat. Among
stem is information that at least
shows
annually.—
for so many
but all five for one television show. them shov.,s planned and promised
two members of original cast of AND SP2AKING OF Four Step
HELPS A PAL—Pearl Bailey Was The same might be said of
num- that never hit the nation's screens.
occupy
same
Step"
will
"Giant
guest star on the Nat King Cole erous others starring in-their own No absolute "confession" has been
Brothers it may not be wrong to
roles in the pix version to be film- say act's Al
shot on television thanks to the show, for among other reasons television show, excluding of given as to the failure of the SsmWilliams and tiorothY
U.S TUX still traveling. Ivory
Burt
Lancaster
and
assoby
ed
Donegan form an item, romantiprogram's stars and producers. she was anxious to work with a course, Nat King Coie. • And a my Davis, jr. show to materialize.
Joe Bunter, like Fats Domino
STEP-IN-FETC1IIT, the
ciates.
—
pal.
cally. — MORE ABOUT this later.
check of the records will show I One national ma lc)zine made an
gets as occasional guest star
old movie comedian is readying — DONEGAN, INCIDENTALLY
that many Sepia stars boasts high attempt to "quote" Sammy lee
a show that will feature him in his currently appearing at Chicago
priced cars, sometimes two or certainly there were many facts
original "lazy" style for tour of
Sutherland hotel-lounge, goes to
more in their families. And the missing from the stoiy.
&nada starting in' August.—ENNew York's Embers and Atlantic
same is true of the brewery busiHowever, a few close to the inGAGEMENTS INCLUDE performness. Citizens on Southside of Chi- dustry have confided that SamCity and back to Chicago in Novances at "Windsor Celebration" an
cago; in New York's Harlem; my's unwillingness to agree on
ember for a stint at loop's London
annual spectacular in that CanaSan Francisco's Filmore District; two points stymied the program
House.
dian City.
•
Los Angeles' Central avenue and , before its birth. First Sammy is
•• •
SPEAKING OF television
Adams Streets annually consume alleged to have objected to for.
NAT KING COLE show was grams have you witnessed a tol,
Talking to a reporter backstage my buying her ir home and giving
NEW YORK — When she was a
shelved temporarily this week to per for the Cole•Pearl Bailey
little girl going to Sunday School, at the Paramount theatre where her a lifetime allowance in some
allow NBC-TV timespot for the ,screening a week ago? WE
singer Lavern Baker never forgot she was headling the Allan Freed small manner compensates f o r
special discussion on Civil Rights. HAVEN'T — in a long, long time.
one of the Ten Commandments Rock and Roll show. Miss Baker what she has done for me,'' she
— THE DISCUSSION by vatious — MARTHA DAVIS and spouse
that spoke of "honoring thy father said that what she did for her said.
senators was a corker. — THE ! were solid kicksters on the "Ray
and thy mother.' Now a success in mother was a deed that she thinks
CURRENT Larry Steele ''Smart 'Rayner show," CBS-TV Saturday,
show business, she just bought her any successful son or daughter
Affairs" show at Dunes hotel in —MARTHA PLAYS a lot is piano
should do without urging. What
mother a home in Chicago.
Las Vegas lpis "Rochester" of and sing sensationally too,--ATWhen Al Green, manager of the she has accomplished in the world,
Jack Benny show fame as tort TENTION HARLEMITES: If you
Tweedle-Dee girl presented the she stated, is due to the teachings
ON THE HOUSE.— Nat Cole stars star. — MAURICE ROCCO en are wondering how Ohioans are
keys to a S22,000 home on the of her mother who worked as a
on his own show financed by piano; Butter Beans and S'usie, receiving your Leonard Parker,
Southside of the Windy City to domestic until three years ago.
NBC-TV.
comics and others make the floor John Fleming, Evelyn Green,
• Mrs. Ana Evans, she was so dum- I "My mother sacrificed for me '
show a corker. — SAMMY DAVIS, Christine Buster, Shirley Carter,
founded that she fainted. Upon and many were the days that she
JR., is next major attraction -at and others appearing at Antioch
.1501nexevived she learned of an- would go vilthout buying herself a
festival ANSWER IS
Chez Paree. — SAMMY WAS to College
either surprise in store for her: her much-needed dress in order that
have appeared on Nat King Cole with raves. — LAVERNF, BAKdaughter had also given her a I could get shoes, teasumki
video show that was shelved Tues- ER and Fats Domino will team
$200 weekly allowance as the re- I could get shoes, take music leanight. — NATION'S TELEVIS- for short one-nighter tour, tint figday
money.
spending
have
cons
and
conwill
fund
that
•sult of a trust
RE.
ION viewers saw the on:y tighter ures to be a wower.
That I never forgot and I hope
linue on until she passes on.
ATLANTA, Ga. — "Springtime
ever to hold three titles at same GAL THEATER IN Chicago is be.
for Henry," a hilarious farce le.
time last Friday on the Red Bar- ing offered an interracial-11a .
Benn Levy, closed the season for
ber show. — THAT HAD TO BE age" for one week that wield. .
the Atlanta University Summer
Henry Armstrong, who else? THE elude Four Step Brothers')Pd t e
Theatre. The play was be given
BLUES at its best was on tap day dancing dolls known as
three nights, Thursday, Friday,
at Roberts cafe past week when "Chez Parte Darlings." KEN BLEand Saturday in Howe Hall, on
Big Joe Turner appeared. — JOE I WITT. house manager very impPY
Spelman college campus.
TALLAHASSEE—The noted cor- WAS FOLLOWED by combination I over prospects.
Raphaeil McIver. a veteran of
netist Don Jacoby conducted a
the Summer Theatre u h o last i
ear° day clinic on brasswind instruSummer starred in "The Constant
ments and served as guest artist
ZIGGY JOHNSON
Wife,'' played the leading, role. '
with the summer session band in
concert at Florida MEM university.
— Several years ago son arrived in New York amid The supporting cast of three was
same
the
composed of Baldwin W. B u rCornetist Don Jacoby played his
Me vacationing at Jean Jones triumph and fanfare and
first concert at the early age of
--I heard a commentator day Charles Jones was in an ac- roughs, Mildred Graves and Jean
six. His spectacular talent devel
"lever the airlanes saying cident and two days later he died. La Rue Smith, all accomrlished
—
oped so quickly, he made his
It seemed to me they were al- actors well known to Summer The`111story is being made at Forest
first public appearance when he
Hills and in the State of Michigan. ways in the news together and atre goers.
was only nine. This was with the
Mr. Burroughs is the director.
"At Forest Hills a Negro girl, reading of them always made me
Spring Garden Bank of York, Pa.,
Althea Gibson, is about to become happy for I admired the wonder- The set were designed by William
then a topflight recording concert
the first of her race to accomplish fel judge and adored the talented V. Harper, 11. .
NEW YORK — Jean•Leon Des- Wright, Mario Timmenz, and the
but somehow
band.
gig fete, and here in Michigan tennis star, Althea,
tine currently appearing at Ja- drummers, Edner Calvin and Max
gOevernor Williams appointee to or other the .news broke oft and!
cob's Pillow Dance Festival with Morisset. The latter,' recently im•
th a tennis great but
-Use ..judgeship of Recorder's court I am now with
his famed calypso group leaves
a great judge.
'
'CabCalloway
has Won the nomination by a landported from Haiti, is a member
this week to begin a two-month
Lois Warren wondering why I
slide. he is Charles W. Jones."
of the national Troupe.Folkloriquei,
Japan.
will
he
of
First
date
,
tour
Since that day I have sort of hollered -Mille watching Nat King
originally organized by Destin‘
in Tokyo, July 26.
axsOciated Althea with the 'judge' Cole dance. What she didn't know
break on his .
He returns in early September his native Haiti.
and just the other day Miss Gib- was that Nat did a
left foot, and, brother, some of
to begin his first Toast to-coast
.",
the best dancers have that yet lops
tour since his return from Europe
to do. Eh, Pretty Eddie? ,
under the aegis of Charles F..
Some people can hit the degits , NEW YORK — (ANr)
Green of Consolidated Concerts
Mut-NEW YORK — (ANP) — Two Corporation. The 37-week tour will
and maintain their same compos- ray Weinger's "Cotton Club
um while others get amneqa Revue." fresh from a successful
weeks of summer straw hat thea- cover most of the leading cities
conveniently. . . John White say. run in Miami Beach, Fla., opened
ter for Eartha Kitt then a night of the United States and Canada.
ing to your writer. "Come right at the 'Theatre Under the Stars
BE DDE D IN MALAYA—KathThe repertory requested for Jaand forced to cancel her neat club tour is that busy star's proin, Miss McKinney is waiting for in Central park here last week.
gram for the immediate future. pan includes, not only the Haitian
erine Dunham who has been
few performances. Stricken
the check."
Mies Kitt will be presented at the
The show headlines Cab Calloappearing in kuala Lumpur,
dancesboth voodoo and carnival—
backstage she went on with
Singer LaVern Baker closed the way, LonMe Sattin, George Kirby,
Westport, Conn., playhouse in for which Destine is known here
Malaya, past two weeks was
Thursday night's performance.
New
York
theatre
in
Paramount
, "Mrs. Patterson,' the whimsical and abroad, but also the newer
stricken with "flu" this week
Abbey Lincoln and Nofma Miller
and moved to Wildwood New Jer- and her dancers. The cast also in show in which she starred in repertory of dance and song
sey's Club Bolero . . . Add the cludes Will Gaines, Joe Chisholm,
Broadway with another week at from all the other islands of the
! name of the Los Mujeres to the the Anjoel trio. Sayer dancers. Cot
the Fayetteville, N. Y., playhouse Caribbean, which he has been in.
Tommy Bartlett, famed emcee
A Tacoma, Washington woman, hat of ladies who enjoy 'racking
of the same show,
trodueing to American audiences of the former long-lived, Chicago.
ton Club beauties. arA Cab's oryou a truckload of prizes by iden-' 'ens shack.
that,
she
embarks
on
a
After
in recent weeks in his new 'Car- originated radio and television net.
chestra under the direction of Ed.4ifying Leo Carrillo as the correct l'•Bone Walker hit town finish.
night club tour of Canada, Miss nival.' But, because of the special work show
die Barefield
"Welcome Travelers,'
answer to the "Mr. Whisper" con- ed his rehearsal at the Flame Bar
Kitt was one of the featured per- Interest among the Japanese in and Edith
Sampson, noted Chiciigo
test on NBC Radio's TRUTH OR and headed straight to the golf
By
Festival
RUTH
formers
at
the
Newport
BOWEN
hand
when
the
handsome
Mr.
WithAmerican
jazz and blues, there female lawyer, will be tht guests
Russell Hamm's Photo
CONSEQUENCES show.
course. Last time he was here,
erspoon started giving out with of Jazz and for the first time, a will also be special jazz and blues of Norman
-Ross ABc-Tv "V LP.'
NEW YORK — Blues shouter his assortment of blues
Mrs. Don M. Hoch of 3518 N. the boys almost made him pawn Exhibit Now On View
and bal- dance group which she heads, was. numbers and a blues singer, MM. on Sunday,
July 28 (9.30-10 pm)
,yerele Rt., Tacoma, won the prizes his guitar Thank you, Freddie
A veteran Chicago newspaper Jimmy Witherspoon created a lads. His "Nobody's Business What included in the two-day program. am Burton, to
augment the regFemale lawyer Sampson will be
after many listeners had failed Gordon.
photographer's personal pictorial mild tidal-wave of his own at Sea We Do" stirred up the crowd and
ular company.
asked by Ross for her opinions on
'Shier the contest began April 29.
Local performers ehocked at the record of his city, a special ex- Gull teach in Prince Frederick, the femmes started swooning.
TSU Gets New Librarian
Among the featured dancers and the premise that "everybody
talks
. The wrong guesses included Jack . sudden death of dancer Audrey Dei hibit in the Gallery of Phatogra , Maryland, last week when he had
Jimmy Witherspoon, who has
HOUSTON. Texas — President musicians accompanying Destite about Negroat rights,
but
Ilailoy, Tennessee Ernie Ford, 1 Young.'. . Sammy Davis. jr. has phy at the Chicago Historical so- 4500 beach-bathers swinging and just signed a new recording con- S. M. Nabrit recently announced
(in addition to Miss Burton, who about their responsibilitiest"
k -•
, Clark Gable. Harry Bela- a young man named John who eiety, opened July It and will run swaying in the sand and in the tract with RCA Victor Records, the appointment of Hubert E. Da_
has had success concertizing 4n
•
Orr* Leo Durocher and Jack Bar- used to play a saxophone Ask through Aug. 12. The photograph- water.
opened at the famous Waluhafelvis of Chicago, Ill. as librarian at Paris and London) are Marguerite
There are coal veins under about
him about that yarn.
i er is Russell V. Hamm.
%Y.
However, things really got out of Ilotel in Atlanta on July,17.
'Texas Southern university.
Adrien, France Michel, Arthur two-thirds of Illinois.
,
I

First, an orchid for NBC-TV,
and the other major chains for
displaying democracy in programming, shows and spectaculars.
For this they (the broadcasting
companies) receive only our
thanks and an add-to for their
ratings, not specifically measured
in dollars and cents.

so they say

So, Lavern Baker Erases Usual
Artists' Tag: All Play, No Save

I

Successful
eatre
SeasonEnds

Tallahassee
Coeds Hear
Don Jacoby

ZAG

with

Belafonte
Among The
Wrong nes,

me.

Destine Dancers
Will Tour Japan

Eartha Kitt
Schedule Is
'Very Heavy'

Show Boasts
'Names

FenuneAttir.
TV Guest

Immy Witherspoon
Takes East Then Ga.

a

Wax

-

E

.•

Sun Seeker

^el..1,-2
;a1§ -.11.? 3

dot

AS PART OF the Southwest Hyde Park Neighborhood Youth Center program, these beauties representing
t h e Philippine
Islands will serve as members of a court escorting the
Southwest Hyde Park Queen
in the Bud Billiken parade
Saturday, August 3. From
left the girls are Irene
Dumlao, Azucena Argadon,
Evangeline Altamero, Rosenda Guerrero and Rosita
Sitchon. They're
getting
pointers from Mrs. Della
Wylie (seated) of the Southwest Center.
•

Set
For
Bud's
Parade

I8-YEAR-OLD Joyce Occomy of Chicago is one
of the
chief reasons why loads of outdoor males flock
to Jackson Park beach. Joyce goes to the beach seeking
the
sun. The young men go to the bea(li ceekin,r
,foce. Defender staff photo by Rhoden
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MRS. RICHARD PHILLIPS, wife of one of two murdered Los Angeles police officers, gathers her children
about her — (from left) Carolyn, 4,i: Richard, Jr.. 20
months, and Patricia, 3':. Her husband, Richard, and

e•

r:‹A'4%:r441. 9

g.:•••• ;-;

JACK BENNY and his wife,
Mary Livingstone flash
broad smiles as they prepare to board a plane in Los
Angeles for London, where
Jack will appear on television
in a variety show. The famous comedian is holding his
Stradivarius violin, which he
will "play" in the show. The
plane crew took a vote and
declined the honor of a Jack
Benny concert over t h e
North Pole. INP Soundphoto

orea.,

MRS. MAUDE A. B. FULLER (center) of Austi,n, Texas, presiden
t of
the Women's Auxiliary of the National Baptist Convention of
America.
chats with members of Antioch Baptist chursh, following her
Woman's
Day address there. In photo with Mrs. Fuller are Mrs. Clemmie London
sad Samuel Dennison. Defender staff photo

Antioch Woman's Day Speaker

a fellow police officer were shot down as they st..r1
running a check of a car that turned out to
be stolen
and was earlier involved in the rape of
a 15-year-old
girl. INP Soundphoto

BulletsBullets Cut Down Their Breadwinner

stl

Has The
World On
A String

it Eli I

What Do We Do Now,'They Ask

g2,1q
;

1/
1
4
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NEWEST mobile airbase, the carrier Ranger, passes through
Hampton Roads enroute to the Atlantic for her rigorous four
-day seat
trials. The Ranger can be distinguished from her sister ships
Forrestal
and Saratoga by her single mast and dark lane of deck covering
, indicating the path of angled flight. INP Soundphoto

.NAvrs

CIL

THIS YOUNG LADY with the critical expression sas
one of the arrivals on the S. S. Independence in New
York. She's dressed for the sultry weather but it seems
to be the waterfront that bothers her. She is the daughter of U. S. Air Force Lt. and Mrs. Louis Vorualler and
was born in Italy. INP Soundphoto

Won't 'Face' It

1."

Oltia

Airbase On Water

SECRETARY OF STATE'
John Foster Dulles says in a
radio-TV report to the nation that the Five-Power
London talks are showing'
"some slight progress" but,
he warned that the nuclear
weapons control problem
may become "totally unmanageable" if an agreement is not reached soon.
The secretary was speaking
from Washington, D. C. INP
Soundphoto

•
Candidly,
This Is
Dulles

:
1?

40 14

••14,

t approelmates $3,703 plug
•
Professor
fees for the year.
shop

Secretary Bi
Fellowship
Leaves For Gets
Indonesia
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MARSHALL, Texas — Rev. Harold Leonard Thompson, assistant
professor and chairman of the Division of Religion and Philosophy
and dean of the chapel at Bishop
college received one of 16 Danforth Foundation Special Graduate
Fellowships for 1967-51, according
to President M. K. Curry, jr.
The Rev. Mr. Thompson will
study towards the doctorate at
the University of Chicago on the
12-month grant and is expected to
return to the college in September, 1951
The Rev. Mr. Thompson's grant ,

SOCIETY
Moutt
oi-Rimuut

MARSHALL, Texas — The Secretary to the president of Bishop
College has been granted a twoyear leave of absence. President
N. K. Curry, Junior says Miss
Ilarbera J. Emorey of Marshall,
who has served as his secretary
ha more than a year, will serve
al Secretary to "the Protect Direeler of the Indonesia-Tuskegee
Prolect for the next two years.
The project la being sponsored
Summer living... with its over- 3, with the versatile and charmby the United States government.
tures of vacations ... relaxation ing Mrs. Ethel V. Venson as eomIt
has been underway since 1954,
...picnies...and just plain escap- mentator. The show will be a
and will extend to June 30, 1959.
ing the merciless rays of 'Ole Sol' highlight of the summer social
It is designed to improve tech'...has reached its zenith. It's the season and will feature collegians,
nical school teachers, therefore,
It's the time when milady re- members of the high school set
educational, science, and instruclinquishes the dream of the per and the 'younger fry' as models.
tional aids specialists, as well as
feet Bummer wardrobe and fate Among collegians will be t h e
administrative personnel ere beher mind with thoughts of tweed, Misses Shirley Finnie, a freshman
ing used. The Project Director
furs, wools, satins a n d velvets at Fisk; Lily Patricia Walker, a
VETERAN DEFENDER
land, Ohio: his mother, RI •
W. 62nd at. Ressley, one of le
is Mr. G. L. Washington. Mr.
to be included in those oft de- Fisk sophomore; Cornet McNeal,
AGENT — Ressley F. Thomyear-old Mrs. Florence B.
Heine children all of whom
Washington is Director of Special
sired Fall and Winter wardrobes of LeMoyne sophomore: Peggy Ann
as (seated) who has been a
Thomas, and his two sisters,
are college graduates, is also
Services of the United Negro Colwishful thinking. Those endowed White, a senior at Bennett a a d
Chicago Defender representaFlorence A. and Juanita M.
chairman of the Lincoln Relege Fund, and also a former
with the ability to always be Pre- Beverly Coleman. freshman at
tive in Linden, Tenn., for 35
Linden. Group was in Chicago
publican League of Linden.
Business Manager of-Howard Unlpared • . are doing Christmas Fisk. Appearing also will be the
years, is pictured with (from
last
week
The
as
guests of a brothsisters shown here are
d
velrnsitay.
shopping In July. It all must be Misses Tommye Kay Hayes and
left
nephto
his
right
standing)
er,
George
both
W.
teachers
Thomas,
in
ills
Johnson
City,
dition to serving as Sperm
a sign of our fastpaced times — Rose Marie Whalum of the high
ew, William Spretlen, CleveTenn.
tary to the Project Director, Miss
when motels no longer savor the school set. Names of other modEmory Mill be responsible for
moment at hand. . and are ever els will be released later. Circle
training an Indonesian counterIn quest of the portents of the the date as a "must" if you're
part. All members, in addition to
guture. Don't ask me why . . interested in fall fashions. .and
providing their technical, scienpsychologists are pondering the what lady isn't!
tific, and administrative skill, are
OUR VISITORS
lame dilemma.
Mrs. Dorris Sodden has had as
expected to conduct themselves
These, too, are the days that
as ambassadors of goodwill.
try the souls of social scribes ... her guests, Mrs. Jennie Barrabin
ATLANTA,
Ca.
—
Hot
(
AN
Lake
Village
Wright
and
of
P)
gates and visitors being warmly ident. They were highlighted by Miss Emory was awarded the
when lots of interesting, intimate
Springs,
Ark.,
and
Mrs.
Alice
BarAtlanta
Members
.
of
the
chapter of I greeted on arrival by trains, remarks by Julius Thomas, direc Bachelor of Arts degree at Bishop
asocial events are going on. .
'which many hostesses are prone rabin of Osceola, Ark, and also, the Links, Inc. were hostesses to planes and automobiles. The visi- tor of industrial relations National College in 1952. She pursued
to discount. . .which means dig- Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Brooks of delegates representing 66 chapters tors were directed to their resi- Urban League and Dr. Frederick graduate studies at Atlanta Uniout of 71.
dences located on the campus of D. Patterson, president United Ne- versity before joining the secregiog for news, unless something Yazoo City, Miss.
Among the many out-of-town visMrs. Ernestine Brazeal, presi- the Atlanta Center of Education. gro College Fund.
tarial staff at Biehop College in
'outstanding is going on. Do make
1953. President Curry says Mist
tis happy by callingd sending ltors who were feted with much dent of the Atlanta chapter, to- CLEMENTS ENTERTAIN
business
Another
highlight
of
the
Emory will leave Marshall for
In the news of 'who's doing what, gay entertainment in the Bluff gether with her members had
City were Mrs. Dorotny Williams worked over a year to make plans The social whirl began with a , sessions was the ''Moments of Re- her new assignment July 23, and
where, when and why'!
buffet
dinner
in the beautiful home' membrance" when tribute was is expected to return to
Marsh of New York: Mr. and Mrs. for this, the 9th annual assembly.
her duCELEBRITY SOCIAL CLUB
Walter Gardner and family Of
The week-end began by dele. of President and Mrs. Clement paid to the Links who have passed ties at Bishop College in Septem•
One of the gayest and most col- South
At
this
open
house
event,
Bend, Ind ; Mr. and 'itra.
warm away during the year. This seri,- her, 1959.
erful of the many events given Fred
' greetings were exchanged between ice was led by Mrs. Willa Evans
Kimbrough of Cleveland,
by the Celebrity Social club Was Ohio; Mrs. Helen Chit Short of
the visitors. The activities contin- of California. Tribute was made
the tea and fashion show held re- Atlanta, Ga.;
ued,.at the home of Link Gertrude, to the Links who have achieved
Mr. and Mrs. Saul
cently at the home of vice prexy, Edward
Hackney, where further social,distinetion in their communities.'
and family of Chicago.
Mrs. Carrie E. Smith, of 2172 Stm
Some of the hosts of these guests
chatter was heard around the Mrs. Cora B. Maloney of Buffalo,
Vail.
were Mrs. Sant Ivy Jeans of /114
swimming pool, green, so inviting New York was the recipient of
The lawn was beautifully dec- Baltimore st
Mrs. Lila Anderwith its wrought iron furniture, two awards this year; the Urban
orated with inviting lawn chairs son of 3379 Alta rd.; Mrs. Louise
and on the terrace where trays of League Professional Award, April
lp
argeseenntuomnbesrund
ofa
and a picturesque umbrella table. Barreraine of 2001 Carver st.; Mrs.
delectable foods were served.
24 and "Career Woman of the were
y,n1Jeim
ilybelres
Just before the fashion show be- J. T. LaMondue of 1C70 Dunn ave.
The official business meeting of Year- award by Iota Phi Lambda when the H. I. college club was
gan, a short musical program was and Mr. and Mrs. Uless Griffin
alenjoyable
One of the most
the Ninth Asernbly of Links, Inc., business and professional sorority. entertained in its meeting at Orgiven by Miss Hattie P. Bland of 2304 Douglas ave.
fairs of the season was that taken was opened Friday on the Campus Co-Founder and National Prest• leans hotel by L. If. Boyce,
and Mrs. Hattie Harrison —along
cairtweir
is
H.
Mts.
C.
spending
the Y. W. of Atlanta University in Dean!Sa;e dent Margaret R. Hawkins of Phila- Plans were made for the annual
'with the history of the club by a few days here with her hus- in by over 100 ladies at
Fellowship Brunch Hall with President Margaret Haw- delphia brought to a close her four scholarship tea to be held at Lela
Mrs. Thelma James.
b,nd, who is a member of the C A. World
Walker
Modeling for the various clubs Universal Life Insurance comps- the last el June. Members of the king presiding. Theme of the years of administration. Along Formerclubhouse on Oct. 13.
stiidenta are being urged
Assembly was "Links Responsibil-1 with her were National CortesInd business firms were Mrs. Rosa ny's horn office staff.
World Fellowship Committee pre- sty in Establishing setter Inter.
Secretary Mrs. Norvleate to come and bring a classmate
Bobo, Ebony Sochi club; Clara WHERE THEY WENT
sented Dr. Fawv Akh.:aulch of cultural Relations.''
Downing of Newport News, Va.,' to the tea.
Lyon and Bertha Lofton of the
Christopher Booth, Bertha Simp- Egypt as guest speaker at this
The sesions were highligthed by National Treasurer; Mrs. Fairies( Mr& Sarah Brown is club time.
Willing Workers club; Ruth Nev- itIns and Mrs. Leroy Young
time.
are
H. Boyce, business 'nana panel discussion on the theme Holmes of Denver, Colorado; Mrs. tary• L. H
tin for Housewives League Unit attending the Annual conference
Dr. Akhnoukh showed colored
ager.
12; Geraldine Wiley for Celebri- d the House of Young Churchmen slides of Egypt to illustrate his led by Link Ruth Jackson of At-1 Leola Nixon, Program Chairman
ty; Rochelle Woody for Williams of the Episcopal Diocese of Ten- lecture at the Vance Ave. Branch anta, and supported by Links Jua- of Orlando, Fla. and Mrs. Katie
nita Tomer of Atlanta, Georgia M. Greene of Philadelphia, Chair- Tennessee cedar was the world's
Boris. Grocery and Shirley Ann nessee, held at Monteagle, Tenn., YWCA.
Florida, ,mid man of Public Relations and Pub- pencil wood for 100 years.
Hicks for Bobbie Beauty School. where 4.50 young people are
Mrs. Annie L. Higgins,. World Schanck of Orlando,
inMiss HAMIene Bishop was the nar- structed and inspired in the work Fellowship chairman, was lesist- Ruby Cornwell of Charleston, lications, who ended the r terms
and elected and appointed officers. Phoenix, Ariz., treasurer.
rator, Mrs. Eleanor J. Moore, pi- of the church. The
South Carolina.
conference is ed in making the affair a memorheld
in
meetings
were
Luncheon
anist and Mrs. Ruth Boyd and held at the Debose Center at
New rational officers were: Polly Newly elected members of the
the ial one by the following commitMorgan Hall, Spelman CoRiple, Weeden of Lynchburg, Va., was budget cOmmittee are: Mrs. Vivian
Mrs. Dorothy Hall, acting hostess- famed mountain retreat.
Debose tee members:
Beamcrn, Cincinnati, 011io; Mrs.
es.
center is the spiritual gathering
Mrs. W. 0. Speight and Mrs. chaired by Link Ernestine Beene', president; Mrs. Georgia Schanck of Jean Darden,
Montclair, N. J., and
LAWN PARTY FETES
place of the diocese, and the young Pearl Mosty at the reservation ta- president of the Atlanta chapter Orlando, Fla., corresponding secrefolk have conferences in Chris- ble; Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, sr. and Link Mae M. Yates, vice pres- tary, and Mrs. Anna Julian of Mrs. Mae Yates of Atlanta, Ga,
WILMINGTON GLEST
The
Time
and
Place committee
Among the many affairs honor- tian living and enjoy swimming and Mr., Daisy Stevens, distributreported that the next annual asing Mrs. Leonard Anderson of Wil- and other recreational sports.
ing program and taking up ticksemblies
will
be
held
in New York
mington, Del, the mother of J.
Harold I. Johns is visiting rela- ets; Mrs. Cooper Taylor as misCity in 19511; Chicago-Indinansp0. Patterson, jr.'s lovely bride, tives in Cleveland, Ohio. . .and tress of ceremony and M r 5.
olis 1959 and Los Angeles, Califprior to the Memphis reception while there again joins a party of Thomas Watkins, seating the
ornia in 1960.
held last Monday, honoring t h e I friends who take an annual yacht- guests. Other members of the
young couple who were united in ing trip on the Great Lakes, stop- committee who helped execute
brilliant nuptials at Wilmington,'ping over in Canada.
plans but were unable to attend
When Mrs. Haruko Hane, wife governor of Fukui prefecture.
Del., in June, was the colorful 'Mrs. C. C. Sawyer and h e r were: Mrs. C. C. Sawyer a n d of a Japanese proeingial governed
She was accompanied by MiaS
lawn party given by Mrs. Vivian mothee, Mrs. Minnie Smith visit- Mrs. G. S. M. Young.
visited the YWCA in Memphis', sho Nagiko Sato, her interpreter and
White Saturday night, at the home ed relatives in Greenville, Miss. AMONG THE GUESTS
spent a pleasant hour in the home Mrs. R. P. Richardson, chairman
of Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Jones. 1139
The annual Vocation Meeting of
Guests included the following: of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer,
of the YWCA World Fellowship
S. Parkway East. The grounds of vocational teachers was held re- Mrs. Marie L. Adams, Mrs. Lil- 1413 S. Parkway East with Mrs.
the lovely home, with its terraced cently at Tennessee State U. and lian. Brown, Mrs. A. V. Baldridge, Marie L. Adams, chairman Of the committee on her tour of Mempatio and beautifully landscaped was attended by J. W. Cole, John Mrs, H. H. Boyd, Mrs Broyle, Vance Avenue branch YWCA, Mrs, phis.
Mrs. Sawyer is an active memyard, was a scene of gay camera- Tinsley, William Perker, Ot is Mrs. E. J. Campbell, Mrs. Ober- . Addie G Owen branch executive
derie as guests enjoyed games, Brown, William Hunt, Daniel Durr as Cos, Mrs. 0. C. Crivins. Mrs. director, and two members of the ber of the YWCA Braneh World
Fellowship Committee and made
succulent barbecued chicken din- and William Strong.
B. E. Calloway, Mrs. Rosie L. Central "Y' staff.
the ladies most welcome in her
ners and the convivial fun of chatj Black, Mrs. Lillian Crowder, Mrs.
Mrs. Dane (pronounced honey)
tine with out-of-town visitors. and
1Add Dudy, Mrs. Minnie Douglas, proudly told the ladies in halting palatial home.
members of the local smart set.
Mrs. G. Dodd, Mrs. Emma Pa- but carefully-enunciated English,
members of the local smart set.
vii, Mrs. Amelia Dale, Mrs. K. J. that she is not from a big city,
The very youthful, chic and atEster, Mrs. Bernice Flemings, but from an agricultral district.
tractve honoree is most charmMrs. Jennette Flynn, Mrs. I d a At her home she is active in work
ing and affable, sod was attired
Fiythe Mrs. Isabell Flagg Mrs. with mentally retarded children
in a lovely sheath frock of colorLula Greer, Miss Irene Gleed- and women's organization.
horizonblack
ful hitt, red and
en, Mrs. Juanita Grandberry. Mrs., SPONSORED VISIT
White received
tal stripes. Mrs. Whi
fteCORDS FON (VINTON!
Lost-is Greenwood, Miss Elizabeth
Mrs. Dane's visit to the U. S
her guests in a smart black slim
Goldsby, Mrs. Martha Gordon, is being sponsored by the state
306 Poplar of LenulorIelit
panes ensemble, which teaturen. PARIS — U you listen to flu. Mrs. Hasoleen Greene, Miss Jo- Department's Foreign Leaders
Phone IA 11-434S
Chinese styling, topped with a bert Marquis de Givenchy you'll lene Wetbrook. Mrs. S. A. Ham- Program of the InternatiOnal Ex-;
lovely yellow jewelled cardigan. still wear your skirts short next my*, Mrs. Wiliette Humphries, change Service. Her husband is
Guests included the hostess' sis• , fall.
Mrs. Nancy Harding.
ter, Mrs Jones, relatives of the' This young and already famous
Mrs. H. Bunton, Mrs. Eilzabeth
young couple — including Dr. and Paris designer, who dresses Au Harris, Mrs. Oms Harding, Mrs.
Mrs. Leland Atkins and Mr. and drey Hepburn and Jean Seeberg, Lida Halley, Mrs. Janie Irwin,
Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, jr.. Mr. and has shown ready-to-wear
Christine Jackson, M r s.
stales Mrs.
Mrs. Philip Booth, Miss J'el for fall which do not toe the genGertrude
Jones,
l'auank
Mrs'
34111.
LetGentry, Atty. and Mrs. A. A.
eral line of slightly dropped hem- son, Mrs. Hanel Lee, Mrs. SUM
lines.
of
Bond
S.
Mrs.
U.
ting, Mr. and
beth Many, Miss Birdie Lena*,
Madison, Ark Dr. and Mrs. J. His
flaring Moore, Mrs. Evelye
collection, part of which also Mrs.
E. Burke of Forrest City, Ark.. I will
Miller,
be exported to the United Mebane, Mrs. Florence
Dr. and Mrs. Walter W. Gibson. States,
Mrs. Hanna Merphy, Mrs. Eliza
features slim, loosely fitted
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Branch of suits
Zettie Miller. Mrs. C.
Mrs.
Mims,
and dresses with skirt-hems
Jackson. miss., and Mrs. Branch's,
L. Martin, Mrs. Joseph Mason,
about 15 inches off the floor.
sister, Mrs. Marion Hayes JohnMrs. Parhenia bilmon, 14 r a.
You can start investing in beige Evel Mitchel, Mrs. J. C. Mickel,
son of Hastings-on-the-H udso
—from
the
pale sand color to nut- Mrs Carolyn Mattocks, Mrs. ReNew York: Mrs Esther Luster
Woods. former Memphian. of (1117• brown — as a sure bet for fall sic lee Norneet, Mrs. Nellie Om
and
winter
elegance. Givenrhy born, Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby, Mrs.
she. Neb.. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Howell, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. uses Camelhair, beige cashmere Clemie Pilot, Mrs, Mamie Pamphjersey
and
moire
in a cafe-wiled let, Mrs. Bell Pettigrew, Mrs,
Speight Jr. Dr. and Mrs. W.
A. Young, Mrs. Harry Cash and color for fall clothes in his new Statira Raynor, Mrs. rayero Ross,
Mrs. Harry Ratcliffe, Mrs. Sara
her houseguest. Mrs. Carrie POW- "plumb line"
Broad-ehouldered collarless suit- Roberta, Mrs. Mary Willis Robinwood of Dallas. Texas: Miss Lily
Patricia Walker, Amputee White, jackets for autumn are longer in son. Mr,. Isabaelle Rouhlac, Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. St. Julian A. Simp- order to cover the hip • bones. Annie Shepard. Mrs. Omega M.
kins, Jr., Dr and Mrs. James S. Straight jersey dresses are loosely Shelto, Mrs Bessie Rice, Mrs.
Byag. Me and Mrs. Thomas H belted at the waist and coats has'e Irene Sanders,
What's the greatest threat to the NAACP in the South
Hayes, Mrs. Carruthers Mand, Le- raglan or kimono sleeves.
Mrs. Frances Tharpe. M r s.
Black cocktail and evening dress- Jhonnie Tickens, Mrs. Mammic
How does the NAACP operate? Is it going "too fast"?
roy Young, Dr. and Mrs. Freder
Get the current issue of LOOK Magazine for the
ick Rivers, Mrs. Harold I Johns es are kept in simple, pure lines Taylor, Mrs. Evelyn Triplet, Mrs.
and her daughter. Mrs. ilar,-ey 'stripped of fancy trimmings. Ruth Thompson, Mts. Peggie Wilbehind-the-seenes story of Ruby Hurley, a courageous
They
attract
attentkn
to the throat kison, Mrs Louise Williams, Mrs.
Robinson of Asbury Park, le, J.;
woman trouble-shooter for the NAACP in the Routh.
strapped
deeolletages
or
a high- L. Bridgeforth. Mrs. Carrie McC. C'. Sawyer. and Mr and Mrs.
See hole she and others bravely go about their work in
treat
and
deep
plunging
back neck- Cloud, Mrs. Mozeta Venglin, Mrs.
A. Maceo Walker. and "y o a r
spite of threats and intiMidation. Don't miss LOOK's
line.
c-ribe"
Mary D. Xing, Mrs. Estelle Daneye-opening report on the NAACP.
TO
PCH001,
Bang
EAMON,
iels, Mrs, Mary Lou Taylor, Mrs.
A perfect hand hi hrolge—that Subina Day. Mrs. Amantha Gas.
St. Cecelia Guild of Emmanntl
Episcopal church has announced is 13 cards of one sod—could hap- toe, 6111. Illertha Stegall, M r s.
plans for an outstanding Back-to- ' pen ()tidy once in 40 billion hamlet, Willie Alridge, Mrs. Rath Reeves,
School Fashion-Luncheon to be accenting to mathematical cake Mrs. Maud D. Bright. Mrs. Addle
held Saturday. Aug. 31. at the !salons based on chance and aver- 6, Owen, Miss Alice Ruth Adams
Flamingo Club from 12 noon
and Miss Mauarice Swanson.
I age.
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Sixty - Six Chapters Present As
Links, Inc. Invade Atlanta Ga.

Egyptian
Talks At
Y Brunch

Inside the
NAACP
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Special Notice
Lucy's Beauty School
625 Calhoun Street - Humboldt, Tennessee
Presents a "One Day Clinic" for licensed beauticians,
embracing Hair Cutting, Hair Tinting, Cream Pressing, Cold Curling and Scalp Treatments. Practical
work done on live model under the supervision and
guidance of Mrs. Lillian Robinson, nationally known
hair Stylist and Lecturer of Chattanooga, Tenn. The
cost of the complete Clinic $5.50 per day. Send $3.00
(three dollars) deposit with application, balance payable upon admission. Mail to Lucy's Fleauty School,
625 Calhoun Street, Humboldt, Tenn. Clinic date
August 5th, 1957.

For further information call or write —

LUCY'S BEAUTY SCHOOL
625 Calhoun St., Humboldt, Tenn.
Phones: SUnset 4-2694 or 4-1384

(CLIP THIS APPLICATION FORM)

Application
I certify that I am a Licensed Beautician. Enclosed is my deposit of $3.00 and my application for
the one day Clinic, August 5th, 1957.

I understand that my deposit is not returnable,
but may be credited for advance work in Lucy's
Beauty School at a later date.

YWCA Women Entertain
Visitor From Japan

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Words of *to Wise
When •inen's knowledge le
riot in order, the more of it he
has the greater will he hie confusion. —(Herbert Spencer)
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Rieeland Rice is the natural mosocustn
white milled floe that evoke perfeetty
@very
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
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N a 3hville
ill
Segregationists
jumped the integration gun and because of their "tactical blunder,"
Nashville first graders will attend
mixed schools in September.
And more important, says Dr.
lies-man H. Long, director of the
Institute of Race Relations at Fisk
university, "the segregationists
wound up with a sweeping mandate from the state's own Supreme
Court upholding the United States
Supreme Court,"
Dr. Long says the segregationists "hastened desegregation" by
forcing the issue. "If it had not
been for their insistence on a court
test, Nashville would not be integrating its schools in September."
Dr. Long said "Negroes ueren't
reedy to make a move in Nash'

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

• Lt. Issa,Iss W. Savage, company on a Maderia table cloth, as
commander of the 374th Ordnanace causing much comment was rite
Company of Jackson, Tenn., will flower arrangement on the manentrain his company on July 21. tle.
for Fort Jackson, South Caroline,
Mrs. Maney welcomed her guest
rid will return Aug. 4.
wearing a summer cotton. The
This company is composed of 103 honoree was lovely in a Mire cotenlisted men and two commission ton. Lunch was served at 11 a.m.
officers. While at Fort Jackson There were 21 guests attending.
they will receive on the job train- The hostess presented the honoree
pair of hose.
ing of handling and maintenance with
of all types of heavy equipment. LAWN PARTY
Also, they will study all basic weaMesdames M. Penn, A. Kirkeapons used by companies of this doll, G. Ford, D. R. Shaw and
"ANNUAL TEA" — Rock of
organization in flowers, cookies
are Mrs. I ouise Williams, Mrs.
nature. They will study the func- S. Gibbs recently entertained outAges chapter No. 264. OES.
and punch served. A very enIrene Sanders, Mr. and Mrs.
tion, malfunction, assembly and of-town guests and other friends
entertained its many friends
Bennie Banks, Mrs
joyable and entertaining muRutha
disassembly, fireing power, a n d at a lawn party in the backyard
and
patrons with Its lamps],
sical program was provided
Pegues, Bedford Weel/ey, Mrs.
will also spend a certain amont of the A. C. Ford home on Stonetea.
Sunday,
at
the
Lelia
Walkby members of the amineer
Nellie Ausby. Mrs. Mary Seyof time in the actual firing of these wall st.
trillpresent representative artists
er Clubhouse. The color scheme
set. Members seen around the
mour, Mrs. Laurenza Knowles
basic weapons,
Bouquets of beautiful flowers
from cross the nation and activcarried
out
the
of
the
colors
table
beautifully decorated
and Mrs. Bessie Williams.
Lieut. Savage, in 195e was voted were used on the party table
ities of the youth and junior dethe Citizen's Award of the Year. where punch, open face sandwichpartments will be carried on unsic critics and Past President
Since birth this individual receiv- es, relishes, cookies and minta
der their particular leadership.
NAN, New York City, will inof61
ed elementary and high school were served.
Daily conferences, clinics a n d
In the receiving line were Mesilleraining in the public schools of
troduce the National President Dr. workshops e ill be held in Church
Polin, and D. Booker Bridges, music; voice, organ, piano, public
IIII.Jackson. Tenn., and is a graduatei dames Etta Hill of Winston-SalBrooklyn, N. Y., will respond to school music, opera and music lisef Lane college. Having been a ern, N. C„ Earline Jenkins of Detroit,
'the
5fich.,
welcome greetings on behalf of tening sessions.
Mrs. Hazel Simmons
moral youth, he entered the U. S.
the organization.
Armed Forces at an early age. of Dayton, Ohio and Mrs. Earl
Among the national officers serIn the early stages of World War Shaw's house guests.
This year's Artist Night soloist ving as chairman are Orrin Clay.
11 he served with honor and dis•' NEWS AND VIEWS
will be Robert McFerrin, leading ton, Suthern Lincoln university
Rev. J. Et. Brooks Is recuperattinction, spending one year in Afbaritone of the Metropolitan Opera Pa.; Mrs. Blanche K. Thomas, secrica and two years in southern ing from surgery performed at
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA — T h e '
access
Association,
and on Honor's Night, ond vice president Mt Vernon
The musicians will have
France He obtained the rank of Madison General hospital. Reports 34th Annual Convention of the Na- to soft ball courts, tennis, swim- August 22, the Requiem by G. VerN. Y.; Mrs. Lillian Dunn Perry,
staff sergeant and received many , indicate that he is convalescing tional Association of Negro Musi- ming pools and the University's di, directed by Miss Celeste Cole,
Miss Josephine C. Innis, Junior
medals before receiving his din-: nicely at home.
cians, Inc., Dr. Roscoe R. Polin, golf course, a feature worth all of Detroit musician, will be sung in 1st Vice President, New Orleans;
1 Mrs. Fananie Mae Johnson, pop- President, will be held on the cam- the interest that the committee has memory of the late Mrs, .1 ulia
charge in 1945.
sell Johnson, treasurer, PhiladelIn the furtherance ef his vette ; ular teacher at Merry High school pus of the University of Illinois taken to arrange such a pro Walden Valentine and other mein- phia, Leroy Boyd, recordlig secable and colorful service in de- reports a pleasant trip in Phila- August 17-24 inclusive with head- grain.
hers of the organization who died retary, New York City; Iluel
fense of our country, he re-enter- delphia, New York anad other east- quarters in Smith Music Hall.
Brooks Gain, Assistant Secretary',
Some of the highlights of the during the year.
ed the Armed Service in 1050 as ern points.
Regional Branch Night concert Chaplain, St. Louis, Mo.
Music leaders and members of 34th Annual will be the first hearProf. and Mrs. T. ft, White,
a second lieutenant and rose to
branches of the organization are ing of Betty Jackson King's trigi.
the rank of first lieutenant and delegates to the NEA meeting in
looking forward to one of the nal composition (An Oratorio)
Company Commander in Korea,a Philadelphia, Pa., returned Satur- most
stimulating and rewarding Saul, to be sung by the Imperial
and received many medals for out- day after visiting other cities.
Company of Chicago, at
They report quite an interesting sessions in the history of the Na- Opera
standing service.
tional under the sponsorship of Wesley Foundation, Saturday eveThe company in which Lieut. educational meeting.
ning, August 17, as a pre-convenMrs. Georgia Kelley Wisdom has the Joint Music Clubs of ChamSavage is company commander
paign, Mrs. Hattie M. Winfield, tion event.
actuated Aug. 1. 1950, at Lane col- returned from an indefinite stay
The gifted young American comgeneral chairman.
lege, Jackson. Some of the non- In Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Winfield and her commit- poser Mrs. King will asist GerMrs. Mary Blair entertained
41kommissioned officers of Lieut.
trude Jackson Taylor when the
Savages' company are: First Sgt at breakfast Friday, Mrs. Etta tees here have re-doubled their el
work is performed.
NEW YORK — (INS) — A Los
Charlie Boone, a graduate of Lane Hill of Winston-Salaein, N. C., Mrs. forts to make this forth-coming
Then the Annual Scholarship Angeles liquor salesman today
college; Sgt. Charles Madison, sup- Annie Bond, Mrs. AllMe Haney convention a lasting memorial to
ply sergeant, graduate of Lane col- and Mrs. Georgia Kelley Wisdom. the outstanding work of the late contest (voice and piano) under was held in $1,500 bail for a hearThe lovely suburban home of Mrs. Julia Walden Valentine who the direction of Clarence IL Wil- ing Thursday on grand larceny
lege; Sgt. Raybon Hawkins, personnel sergeant, student at Lane Mrs. Dewey Tuggle, of Humboldt, had arranged the details of the son St. Louis Mo. will be held charges after he was arrested
college; Sgt. Aussie Brooks, train. Tenn., was the scene of a gift meeting before her untimely death on Sunday, Aug. 18, With the Mass while allegedly fleeing with a $500
Meeting which opens the conven collection from a Billy Graham
Mg NCO, and David Manuel, as luncheon when she entertained several months ago.
sistant coach at Lrne college, act- Mrs. Etta Hill, of Winston-Salem, The National will hold all of lion being held Sunday, August 18, meeting.
N. C., house guest of Mrs. S. M. its sessions, concerts, recitals and at 3 in the Music Hall.
ing NCO athletic director.
Louis Silver, 46, was arrested
Dean Duane Brannigan a it d Saturday night under the grandThe citizens of Jackson, Madi- Bond. Those in attendance were clinics on the campus of the fason and adjaent counties ere Mesdames Allino Haney, Olivia mous educational institution mark- Dean Allen Weller, Dean of the stand at the Yankee Stadium when
proud of Lieut. Savage and his Pruett, Lucille Saugster, Annie M. ing the first time in the life of College of Fine Arts, will be the Ptl. John Fitzpatrick said he found
companay, and feel confident that Bond, all from Jackson, along with the Association for the musicians main speaker.
him walking out of the ballpark
they will give a good account of Mesdames Nelda Williams, Doro- to meet under such atmosphere
His subject will be the Univer- with a collection bag.
thy McKinnie, Frances Givens and and stimulating conditions.
themselves while at camp.
•
sity and Fine Arts.
Silver's attorney, Otto Pusco,
Cotrell Thomas, of Humboldt. .
MRS. HILL HONORED
Delegates will be housed in the
City officials and leading citizens said officials of the Graham orMesdames Fannie Dobbins and recently completed student resi- of the community will welcome the ganization had asked Silver's help
Another delightful courtesy honoring Mrs. Etta Hill of Winston- H. K. Smith were hostesses to dence halls at 1215 S. Fourth at, delegates.
because the crowd was so large.
Salem, N. C. who is house guest an informal get-together Thursday with their meals will be served
A large convention chorus will Asst. Dint, Atty. Theodore Eppof Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Bond was night complimenting several out- from the University's cafeteria be directed by Mr. Wilson St. Inger charged Silver was making
a morning party given by Mrs. of-town guests,
with countless lounges, recreation Louis and President Emeritus of the collection for himself. T h e
Mrs. Lula Thomas was honored centers and even sports for those the National.
Alline Haney at her home, 116
bag contained a total of 6491.95
Sunday evening at Berean church who wish to participate.
Middleton st.
Dr. Carl R. Diton, Dean of Mu- in cash and $9 in checks.
Adding to the loveliness of this after service. Each year on her
Akbeautiiul home were gift arrange- birthday members of Berean dements of summer flowers placed! light in some observance of her
at vantage points. The centerpiece' birthday. Mrs. Thomas is rated
for the dining table was made of as quite a religious and missionfruits spread on magnolia leaves ary worker.

musicians Confab
1

vale. 1Ve wanted to proceed orderly, picking the !pots where the
best chances for success exist."
But when the integration decision was handed down affecting
Clinton High school the pro•iisip
Government
for Constitutional
planned an immediate legal test
of the U. S. Supreme Court's
school desegregation order.
It appealed to the Tennessee,
State Supreme Court, relying on
the state a segregation laws The
court ruled Tennessee's laws in•
constitutional.
"If they had been WISP, at least
froi» the while segregationista'
point of view, they would have let
Clinton be and done nothing,"

Dr. Long said.
Ile sees "no possibility of mas.
nice, widespread violence" brought
on by the "gradual but sure" so.
cial uphea% al in the South. "There
may be isolated incidents, b u
that's all." he said.

Wednesday - Thursday
REPRISAL
Guy Madison - Fislocic• Fair
TIGHT SPOT
Edward G. Itobmsee soil
Ginger Rogers
Friday
THE ANIMAL WORLD
Colored Animal Picture - Future
RAW HIDE
Tyrone Power Susan Heywoml
Saturday
THE ANIMAL WORLD
Colored Animal World • ',attire

I

RAW HIDE
Tyrone Power - Susan Hayward
ALSO
BIG STAGE SNOW
ALL. STAR CAST
NO INCREASE IN PRICE
Sunday
BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND HELL
Robert Wagner - Terry WHIM
BUFFALO BILL
Joel MCrea - Maureen O'Hare

Nab 'Usher'
With$500At
Graham Meet

Earlier this summer Mrs. Separate eggs, betting yolks
to cheese mixture
Holmes served that zestful and slightly. Add
gradually, beating all the while,
Mema
souffle
at
cheese
*delicious
Beat egg whites until they hold
phis Dairy Council luncheon. Of
a definite point. Add to the cheese
these
expert
with
an
she's
course
mixture amid fuld gently until all
special dishes. But that perfect signs of the whites disappear. Pdhr
and spectacular muffle can be into 7 inch baking dish and bake
your handiwork if you keep in 25 to 30 minutes or until souffle
mind these simple facts.
is a high golden puff. Serse imUse the right size baking dish mediately. Serves 4.
is
temperature
oven
and be sure
right. Eggs should be at room
temperature before souffle is started.
The base of your souffle (this
means all ingredients except egg
yolks and whites) can be mixed
and cooked beforehand thus saving last minute preparations.
Beater must be clean before
beating egg whites or you will
BATON ROUGE, La. — The Anhave difficulty in getting the nual Farm end Home week, which
When
whites
up.
stand
to
whites
is held at Southern university, is
will hold a peak they are ready scheduled for Aug. 12-15, it has
for mixing. This is done by cut, been announced by R. J. Courttine gently through the mixture ney, agricultural extension service
wit, noon or spatula and lifting and university agriculture officials.
Dart I mixture to a new spot.
During this period, farm famiKeep turning the bowl round and lies come to the university and
round while you cut and lift until attend shert courses, see commeregg whites are completely blend- cial exhibits of the latest farm
ed.
and home equipment, take part
Have your family sitting at the in demonstrations of new farm
table with warm plates before techniques and home planning.
them when you take the souffle
Last year more than 500 families
from the oven.
were in attendance,
CHEDDAR CHEESE SOUFFLE
l• lb. cheddar eheese
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1s teaspoon salt
dash cayenne
3.4 cup milk
4 eggs
Shred the cheese fine. Start
yolir oven at 371 degrees F. or
moderate.
Melt butter in a salICP pan, stir
In flour, slt and cayenne sinnoth.
ly and add the milk. Cook over
pus paarthiy dry Is•towel alter
a moderate heel, stirring constantyam Move washed ft Then Mom it•
ly until sauce bubbles. Stir in
• tightly tenromml wasenimar dee
shredded cheese until melted, then
solwiresees.
remove from heat.

Farm - Home
WeekSetFor
August 12-15

*

"Healthy Baby" William Steven Martin of Lai Angeles
YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION. It's the
safest, most nourishing and diges.
tible form of milk for your baby's
formula. More mothers feed Car.
nation to their babies than any
other brand. And more Carnation
is used in hospital formula rooms

Sun-brella Days are summer's best! Blue skies to
eat-out under.::a garden blooming ... good friends
dropping by. And hospitality's so easy on days like
these, with quick-fixing foods and the special
refreshing pleasure ice-cold Coca-Cola gives. What fun!
How friendly! To share the unique good taste of Coke...
best-loved sparkling drink in all the world.

Sun DaysprietiWells foods
rYsee:mrt hmal
rally rook themselves! Froz••
meal. and packaged dinner'...
and quick snack-makers like coldcuts, crackers, cheeses and spreads.
They're handy for mother. they're
dandy with Coke. Thorn all at
your grocer's to•syt

throughout the world than aill
other brands combined! Ready.
made formulas that claim to bel
complete cost almost twice as:
much as Carnation- the proven
milk for infant feeding -the milk
every doctor knows.,

Carnation has special
blending qualities notfound
in any other formal milk.
For smooth, failureproof
results every time,use
Carnation in every recipe

that c4115 for milk!

World's Leading Brand
of Evaporated Milk
1/4
"
"
/ I"
16
60110,01 64

The Coed-Cafe Compeer by, Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tann.
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Alabama

A.M.E. Church n Top Financial ConditionG
Budget Body
Issues Report

By EFFIE MAE PENDLETON
I The Jualle Singers of Birmingham sang at the Union Baptist
church of Empire, Ala., and a
wonderful time was had by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Cooley
went to Dempolish, Ala., to visit
her mother.
' Ma Mae P. has returned from
Cincinnati.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The AME church passed in 1956, would
Odean Motley left for Mobile AME church is in better financial adequately meet the operational
to visit awhile with her sister. condition than at any previous needs of the Church at this time.
Robert J., Madine and Benny time in its history, members of The $4 is for general and connecMotley and Shirley Watt have re- the Budget Committee of t h e tional purposes.
Dr. R. W. Mance, treasurer of
turned to Mobile.
church announced here.
BESSEMER
The powerful Budget Committee the AME church, announced that
By G. W. IVEY
was originally authorized at the the church has over $327,000 in
' Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parker left Miami, Fla., General Conference, savings accounts.
The Budget Committee is chairthe city June 29 for New York in 1956, and was directed to "put
City where they will visit their the AME Church on a sound busi- ed by Bishop S. L. Greene and
its other members are the Revs.
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and ness basis."
That this has been accomplish- H. Ralph Jackson, E. M. JohnMrs. Will Davis. They will also
Committee
son, R. E. Lamb, and McCoy Ranspend two weeks in Boston, Mass., ed was agreed by the
with their son, Bobby Cole and following its recent meeting here. som. Ex-officio members are the
one week in Detroit with their Among the Committee's annou1eed Rev. Russell Brown, general secniece, Miss Johnnie M. Harris. accomplishments was that t h e retary of the AME church: H. Dud' Mrs. Sneola Hunter and children, AME church supported education- ley and Dr. Mance, treasurer.
The Budget Committee h a a
Jewel and Shela Hunter of New- al institutions have received over
ark, N. J., and Mrs. Cleatis E. the past 12 months 2 percent been invested with interim executive authority to act on behalf of •
Saunders and daughter, Belinda of more money than ever before.
The Committee announced that the AME church between sesBuffalo, N. Y., are in the city
because of the illness of their the $4 annual General Conference sions of the General Board, Bishmother, Mrs. Effie Brown. Mrs. assessment for all members of the op Greene said.
Saunders and Mrs. Hunters are
taking their mother back to New
York where she will undergo stir.
gery; also their grand mother,
Mrs. Mattie 0. Harrington a n d
their nephew, Clyde Brown, jr.
Vanasea Bryant. daughter of Mr.
/ Mrs. Hudson who is In county hos'and Mrs. Russel Bryant, 3315 Short UNITY
ave., D. left the city June 30 for By MRS. MONETTE E. VAUGHN pital, Room 1212D. It would be
best to contact the family to find
Youngstown, Ohio to spend her vaThe celebration of the 77th Anni- out if visitors are allowed.
cation with her grandfather and
versary of the Mt. Zion Baptist
Minnie B. Handy is also getting
grandmother, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
church, Rev. I. H. Wiggins, pasover a case of the flu.
Sampson.
residents, crowd the scene.
TWO BOYS ARE killed on
tor, was quite a success. The parThe Socialite,s served a special
' Mrs. Mary Harris, 1317-24th st.,
Pennsylvania railroad traas
Arrow indicates position of othticipating ministers were Rev. W.
dinner to their husbands Saturday
N., accidently fell and broke her
er body a few yards away. In
In heart of Chicago's South.
Mounds, Ill., and
Reynolds
of
L.
arm while shopping recently. Mrs.
night at the home of Ruby Graves.
photo at right, friends assist
side when struck by a crack
Young of Klondike, Hope we are forgiven for working
Harris is the mother of Rev. W. Rev. C. W.
outbound
passenger train.
a grief•stricken relative of one
the men so hard at our last afH. Harris.
Boys were playing on tracks st
of the dead youths. Killed
grandsons,
Pearl
Fulce
and
Mrs,
fair.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gillon,
the time of the accident. In
were Frank Stevenson, 12, of
Dolomite, Ala., are the proud par- Floyd and George James, return5252 Princeton, and Willie
photo above, crumpled body of
her.
Ind.,
with
South
Bend,
ed
to
ents of a baby girl, Darlene, born
Scott, jr., 11 of St. Louis, who
CAIRO
one of the boys lies alongside
June 6, 1957 at the Holy Family Mr. Clyde Fulce and family motortracks, as polite, members
was visiting in Chicago.
By DAN CLARK
few
days
with
eel
here
and
spent
a
hospital, Ensley, Ala. Mother and
of train crew and neighborhood
Mrs. Fulce.
baby are fine.
Mrs. Elmer Ricks Bailey and
Youth Day was observed at the
Funeral services for Mr. Joe her two sons of Peoria, Ill., are
St. John Independent Methodist McCarty were held Monday, July I visiting relatives in Cairo. M r s.
church Sunday, June 30, 1957. The 15, at the Mt. Zion Baptist church ' Bailey formerly lived in Cairo.
junior choir, under the leadership with the pastor, Rev. I. H. Wiged to her home In Gary, Inst., aft'
Mr. Enix Mason, Sr., of Future
of Mrs. Bernice Gray, musician, gins, officiating. Mr. McCarty City was host to his son, Enix,
Sr visiting in the home of her
/ were the house guests of Mrs. Dos- daughter.
and Mrs. Dollie Nevett. mistress passed Thursday afternoon, July jr., his sister, Mrs Baskin and a DAVENPORT
By W. T. McKEE
I tic's fatiut-in-law and mother-inof ceremonies, performed through- 11. after an extended illnes s. friend. HMrs. Bracie all of Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mims,
Ilaw, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Boa- have returned from Tennessee and
out tile day. Guest speaker for the Among the out-of-town relatives '1 Mr. Mason took all of them and
Funeral services for Gideon liar-I tic. They were the recipients of
Alabama, where they visited relaafternoon service was Mrs. Thelma were a son, Joe, jr., from Denver, Miss Nettie Mae Artis on a trip ris, 69, 917 Ripley st., were held
1 Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hooks, 1511.
RACINE
many social courtesies while in tives.
Richardson. who delivered a very Cola., and 3 daughter, Mrs. Daisy to St. Louis.
Frederick st., are proud parents
at 2 p.m., July 10 in Bethel AME the'city.
By SUSIE SMITH
• ••
fine address, which was enjoyed Hawkins, of Muncie, Ind.; two
of their first child, a boy, born
Miss Jeannette Bondurant a sen- church with the Rev. J. I. ThomFuneral services for W ill i a m WATERLOO
by all. Mrs. Richardson spoke on sons, Sirelester and Roosevelt were
NAACP
the
branch
of
local
The
July 1, in St. Lukes hospital.
ior in summer high school, ac- as pastor, officiating. Burial was Crump, 72, of 636 Laurel st., WAS
the subject "Youth of Toda y, at his bedside during his illness.
Saturday
speaker.
guest
had
as
cepted a scholarship for a three in Pine Hill cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Griffin, 1740
By
BILLY
LAWRENCE
Bethin
held July 13 at 2 p.m.,
Builders of Tomorrow's World.'5
Those on the sick list are: Miss weeks workshop in speech at. SIU.
night, at St, Paul Baptist church, Mead st.,. are also proud parents
He was born in Columbus, Miss., el AME church with the pastor,
Mrs. Bernice Gray, supervisor, Arstella St. Roma and Mr. James
Jackson,
from
Evers
Medgar
Mr.
officers
All
1956
of
the
Knights
She is enjcying the study.
aed had resided here for 27 years. Rev. J. I. Thomas officiating. Bur.
toefrst.heir first child, a boy, born
Mrs. Donis Nevitt, Mistress of McGinnis, Sr., who are still in hostold his listeners how July 8, in St. Lukes hospital. Mrs.
liemarried Unice Lenoir, March ial was in Pine Hill cemetery. He of Pythias were reelected for 1957, Miss. Ho
ceremonies; Rev. R. G. Williams, pitals in Cairo, Ill., and Cape Cir. Little Everett and Mona Smith
the South are mov- Hooks and Mrs. Griffin are site,
people
in
the
Sunday
morning
at
the
57th
annuof Ottawa, Ill., are visiting their 6, 1935 in Galesburg, Ill, He was was born in Dyersburgh, Tenn. He
pastor.
ardeau, Mo., also Mesdames Caral state conventien in Waterloo. ing forward, despite the burden
The Jefferson Co., educations' rie Winston, Bettie Simmons, Mary grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Artie a member of Bethel AME church married Anna Barquette in Anda- Mack A. Butler, 620 Cottage at., they are under. He also asked
where he was a steward and a lusia, la, She died Aug. 1, 1956.
Wade
of
320
Division.
Russell Svith, 915 Douglas ave.,
travel tour will carry the Jeffer- Crellisland, and Bailie Winslow; Mr.
was re-elected to the grand chan- thosewho are not members of the
son last week!'"
Miss Margsretta Nabors former- trustee. Survivors include t w o He was a song writer and chorus
son county teachers to the follow* Robert Dickey and Mrs. James
help carry on entertained his
NAACP
to
join
and
cellorshop;
Robert
Burt,
414
Alling places: Washington, Philadel- Hickman. Phineas Moore is still ly of this city but now of Terre sons, Donald Harris and Louis director and had been door man mond st., is again grand trustee; the fight for first class citizenship. whom he had not seen in 10 yearas
sister, Mrs. Jessie at Hotel Blackhawk for 17 years.
nt is vacationMrs. Arrietta Seer
phia, where they will attend the In the Tuberculosis Sanitariam in Haute, Ind., was the guest soloist Sheppard, a
William Parker, 916 Beech st.,
Mr. Sim Pernson is a patient in
Witherpoon, St. Louis, Mo., and He retired in 1955. Mr. Crump was
ing in Detroit.
NEA; New York, Buffalo, Canada Gem Ill. He is getting along fine. at her church, Ward Chapel, at the
was reelected grand attorney. Cla- St. Lukes hospital.
grand
children,
five
morning service Sunday.
•••
a member of Bethel AME church rence Frazier, 635 Sumner st., is
and Detroit. Traveling with t h e
Lester B. Shackelford from New
Miss Judy Norville and Mr s. and Hiram Lodge No. 19 RAM. the finance officer. Mpre than 200
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brooks and
Albany, Miss., is spending his va.
teachers are Mrs. M. B. Brown, CAIRO
their son, Joey of Washington, D. Jacqueline Bostic and children of Survivors include two cone. Wil- delegates attended the two-el a y
e
er,LaMfayreus.
tiomn a wRi(.01ig nheris.1n211oot.hs
teacher at Muscoda and musician
cEam
By DAN CLARE
C., stopped by to visit their grand- 2324 Jefferson ave., spent a Va- ham and Robert, both of Buffalo, event.
at the St. John Independent Meth°.
Ernest Jones of Cairo was mar- mother, Mrs. Charlotte S. Ken- cation in Hope, Ark., where they N. Y. four brothers, Dr. James
dist church.
Mrs. Alice Bailey and family
Burdie Richmond, 231 Jackson
Crump and Robert both of St. at., has returned from a twoand Mrs. Esteala Julks ahd &ughE. W. Ivory left the city recent. ried to Miss Dorothy Jene Brown drick. Mr. and Mrs. Brooks will
n
d
attend UCLA this summer.
ly where he will spend his vaca- of Wickliffe, Ky.
week vacation in Durant, Miss., MANCHESTER
ter are vacationing in Alabama.
returned from Gary to visit her Paul, Minn., and Marshall a
Ind.; two and other points in the South. By REV. (MRS.) B. M. SUTTON
1)fra, Aerie Shaw of Chicago
tion with friends of Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson of St. brother, Menthe Williams, jr., who Roscoe, both of Gary,
Jackson,
Elizabeth
sisters, Mrs.
' The Big Three night worship was Heights, Ill., is visiting her moth- Louis, Mo., were house guests of graduated from the 12th grade.
Miss Josephine Williams of ChiEntertainment at St. Paul AME
•• •
St. Paul, Minn. and Georgia Fotte, cago is visiting friends and rela•
held at the First Baptist church, en, Mrs. Mararette lioward a n
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holmes of
Church parsonage, July 13, was
chilgrand
seven
Utah.,
Ogden,
with
her
tives, in Waterloo. She is house
So. Bessemer. Rev. V. Wilhite, will return home soon
CENTRALIA
23rd St.
sponsored by Mrs. Fammie Mcdress and two great grandchildren. guest of a cousin, Mr.
pastor of the Ward AME church sons Jerry and Darrell Bell.
Bernita Mettle and Miss Annalee Clark.
Mrs. Cora Lucas of 413-19 died
By OPAL LOCKE
The Auxiliary of Marshall Brown Sa7i, 239 N. Barclay at.
delivered a wonderful message.
The "These are They" singers in St. Mary's hospital. Funeral was
The proceeds went toward the MURPHYSBORO
Post No. 482 of the American Le.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Culp of Cedar
Music was rendered by the Big rendered a program, July 12, held at the New Hope Free Will
Mrs. Ilelen Jones of Chicago gion held installation of officers at
purchase of . shellac and varnish
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
Rapids, InIva, spent Sunday in WaThree choir. Rev. L. C. Walker, at the Loving Baptist church in reptist church. The pastor. Rev. visited her mother, Mrs. Annie
for the church and parsonage.
the July meeting. Mrs. John Gor- terloo visiting with friends.
pastor.
Caruthersville. Mo., where t h e A. E. Mitchell
Florida Hocper has returnMrs.
officiated. There is Taylor this past week.
Pearl
Lyttle
operates
a
nice
don installed the following: Mrs.
Len Hines passed away at his
Rev. Joe Harris is pastor.
only one survivor, Mr. William
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Vernon Frank Camp, president; Mrs. Elclean cafe and grocery combined, ed home after an extended stay
Mrs. Olivia Worthy spent a week Bass, nephew, of Chicago.
home
in
Durant. He was the last , east of Manchester, Pa miles on in Kansas City, Mo.
of Evanston, 111., visited friends wood Payne, Mrs. Della Pennisof a family of 22 girls and boysvisiting her sister, Mrs. Willie
Miss Patsy Hutcherson left lain
Highway 421.
Mrs Willie Mae Vaughn of 826 here Sunday.
ton, vice presidents; Mrs. Ulysses He leaves to mourn his passing
Johnson of Hickman, Ky.
Mrs. Fannie Brown and Mrs.
PY'd Courts with daughter, LyMrs. Ella Hipshire visited her week to join her sister, GladyV
•••
Shoote, secretary; Mrs. Josh Rob- two daughters, Mrs. Annie
Randall
in Seattle.
nett and son, Hula spent three Erlene Coleman attended the in- ert, treasurer.
WILLARD
of Memphis and Mrs. Odessa daughter, Mrs. Mary Ella Reed:
MARKHAM
Rev. J. R. Powell,
*SS
0. C. Hibbler, of Elgin, Ill., is
weeks in Niles, Mich , with her stallation
By C. P. GIVENS
Mr, and Mrs. C. Boa ling and
Hines
of
Chicago
and
a
By
MILDRED
SCTPLIN
host
of and
former pastor here, at Joliet, Ill., CEDAR RAPIDS
aunt, Mrs. Mary WIliams.
Mrs. Charles Givens spent three
daughter and Mrs. Fannie visiting relatives and friends.
other
reintives
and
friends
in
Chii
Miss Geneva Hutcherson was a
days in Cleveland visiting her chilMrs. Mottle Carritt of 321-21st this past week.
By G. R. MONTGOMERY
The fourth of July has come and
cago and Waterloo. Mr. Hines McKissie motored to London, Ky.,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Duncan and
recent visitor here.
dren and brother.
Saturday morning.
gone. For most of us in Bel Aire, at., died recently. Her funeral was
was
all
uncle
of
Mrs.
Eddie
B.
•••
the
Rol:ent,
spent
Parks
and
and
R.
Rev. and Mrs. A.
First Baptist had baptizing eery* It was a regular old fashioned day held at the New Hope Free Will sons Harry
Mrs. Grace Gilbert has returnSmith of 320 Argyle st.
daughter, of Champaign, Ill., visitHARRISBURG
ices at Huron River this Sunday. without the danger of fire works. , Baptist chinch with the Rev. A. past week visiting in Chicago.
ed from Louisville, Ky.
Mn. and Mrs. Clifford West and ed last week in the home of Mr.
By MABLE RAWLINGS
Rev. Jackson, pastor, officiated.
Mrs. Vicie Lyttle's daughter and
The small fry were as much in E. Mitchell, pastor, officiating.
The usher board of Mt. Pleasant
Mn. and Mrs. John Thornton via- the fun as the adults. Almost ev- The Ruffin funeral home was in children of Chicago visited his par- and Mrs. Gerald Clark, sister of
son-in-law and children, who have
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis West Mrs. Parks. While here R e V.
ited their parents, Mr. and Mrs. ery family worked their barbecue charge.
been visiting her, left for their Baptist church met Monday night
Parks was guest speaker at the
in the church basement. Devotion
and other relatives and friends.
Charles Givens of this city last pits full blast. Almost esery type
home in Cincinnati.
PORTLAND
Mrs. Justin Purtle and her two
and prayer were led by the chapMr. and Mrs. Levi Leake and Bethel AME church.
Sunday.
Mrs.
Gussie
Lyttle's
of meat was cooked out of doors, children of Gary, Ind., are guests
daughter
We
had
many
visitors at Mt.
past week in
Mrs. Myrtle Molon of South
lain, Martin Anderson. The meetfrom Indianapolis visited her.
For those who ran out or did of her sister, Mrs. Gladys Addi- children spent the
Ovelet
Baptist
last
Sunday.
Rev.
Bend Ind., visited in the home
St. Louis, Mo., and Alton, Ill.
The St. Paul choir is on the ing was then turned over to the
not feel like cooking, the Mark- son and family.
J. J. Clow is pastor.
Mrs. Conine Bibb spent last of her brother, Mr. and Mrs. Belpresident, Mrs. Willie Lowe. After
air each Saturday at 1215.
ham Manor Civic organization
The
St.
Paul
Baptist
West
has
entertained
Banderbill
taken
Mr.
a week.nd visiting relatives a n d sit Clark.
the business session the birthday
sold barbecue dinners at its anthe
Mission
Service
Sunday.
Rev.
trip to Daytorda Beach, Fla., to friends in Ripley. Tenn.
Mrs. Beulah McGaw, of Chicago
of Mrs. Juanetta Fielda was obnual barbecue.
SNEADS
visit his grandmother, Mrs. Mattie
served. The group sang Happy
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bryant of was a recent visitor In the home R. Rogers is pastor.
The Little Leaguers played at
By I. D. DEMPSEY
Mrs.
lames
Brown.
Taylor
passed
away
Dawson.
Chicago visited relatives and fei. of Mn. kind Mrs. Y. M.
Birthday and Mrs. Fields received
grounds to a large
Fifty attended the home coming the picnic
Mrs. Gladys Addison has just ends here this week,
Mrs. Frank Harris has return- a few days ago.
many lovely gifts and money. Re.
crowd. We were happy to see
celebration at the Robinson hums
freshments of ice cream and cook.
some of the boys from Rel Aire
MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL
in St. Petersburg last weekend.
in the games. I lid not get their
Christ Temple church, West Cen. les were served to the following:
The elder, Mrs. 0 Robinson, Rev.
names. Will have them next week.
tral ave., anad Chatsworth held its Rev. and Mrs W. H. Hughes, Mre,
and Mrs. W. M. Lawton of Wheatbusy
We were very happy and
corner • stone laying ceremonies , Willie Lowe, Mrs. Altneda
on, Ill., Hattie Mae Lawton and in my home for the day too, our
Sunday, June 30, The Rev. Ed. son, Mrs. Mabel Rawlings. Mrs.'
William Lawton and wife and a on Robert. brought his family,
Nancy Blackwell. Mrs. *Nanette
ward Ervin is pastor.
host of relatives and first, second g'lara and Chappy plus Caro I,
Fields, Mrs. Willie Canterberry,
The
members
of
St.
Philips
Episand third generations of the Moo- Joyce and Bobbin (three of cur
Mr. Martin Anderson and Miss
copal church and the many friends
dy family were present.
Kay Ratcliff. Mrs. Nellie Adams,
grandchildren all the way from
of
the
Rev.
Denzil
A.
Carty
were
Mrs. Nina Jordan of Newberry, Toledo. Then to make the day
grieved to hear that his Nash hostess.
Fla., aunt of Mrs. Ceola Law complete George (Buddy) our oldcar had been stolen in Chicago. The usher hoerd served a chickton was present. All enjoyed them. est came with his family — PanThe Rev. Carty IS attending' a hu- en dinner at the church July 9,
selves.
sy, 'David and alaralone, Clifford
man relations workshop at t h e which was a big success. Rev.
Mrs. Ella Anderson Is ill at her and Edith Burke and Curry and
University of Chicago. Mrs. Carty W. H. Hues, pastor
home after being discharged from Alene Cannon, dear friends, helped
and three daughters, Sylvia, Dethe Jackson hospital.
to make this perfect day somenise and Jacquelin are visiting Brown, Mrs. If. Massengill, GinMrs. Lillie Mae Baldwin of Riv- thing to cherish
dye Johnson, Nina Baines, Alice
relatives in New York City.
en Junction was a recent visitor
You are reminded again to come
The youth group of the local Dorsey, Eva Neal and Mamie
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. out on July 28 for the Bel Aire
chairman, reports that it has 268 Green won prizes also. The club
D. Dempsey.
Park Civic Association's big d ty.
Dew members to fill the quota for Will present the ninth annual flow.
Mrs. Regetta Daniels has return- After the tea, mcst of the families
the Clinton, Ala., branch which er show at Maxfield school next
ed home after visiting relatives in are roing to have open house.
was outlawed by that state and month.
Pensacola.
Clementine Irions tells me that
Mrs. Reath Maxwell, 3030 18th
adopted by the St. Paul local. Miss
Pfc. Hartry Brown is at home the 14 women who volunteered to
Marjorie Tolliver reports that the ave., So., was awarded a scholardoing fine after being treated In take the school census were not
membership dance to be held July ship by the Greater Minneapolis
veterans hospital at Tuskegee.
paid for their work. The money
20 will be a fine affair,
Women's Council to attend t h
Prof. B. F. Green left for Gains- that would have been paid out for
The St. Anthony Hill Garden (-lit School of Christian Education at
ville to visit his father, who is this census was applied instead to
held ite annual rose show at the Faribault. Minn. The school is
ill there,
the library and to the school budhorns of Mrs. Harry Massengill, sponsored by the Minnesota Counsee.
timore, Md.: Loretta Rich.
Bennett toliee. Greensboro,
Yours truly. Mrs. Emma J Sim- get. Th.- library needed only 4100
FUTURE TEACHERS — Offiright are Bettye McLean,
3745 5th ave. Sce Minneapolis. cil of Churches. This is the eighth
mood, treasurer, Greensboro,
N. ('.. go over plans for th,•ir
monis. Mrs. Lithe H. Evans and of the 8300 The rest is there for
cers of the newly formed Daretary, Greensboro; Veronk a
Mrs. Birda Ridley of St. Paul won ! time Mrs. Maxwell has receivei
Baland
Shirley
of
the
Waters,
president,
children and Mrs Catherine P •erv use in the schools.
next year's program. Left to
first prize and several others. Mrs. the award.
vid D. Jones chapter
Shipley, vice president, of
of
• ••
Dudley,
N.
C.
motored to Panama City Sunday., We all send get well wishes to
Future Teachers of America at
Tretha Bledsoe, Mrs. Luella
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DEFENDER

NPA To Install Woman Head At Confab'Mississippi
July 27, 1957

•

Indianapolis
Host To Meeting
WASHINGTON — The annual
convention of the National Pharmaceutical association will meet
In Indianapolis Aug. 8-10.
Spurting Clark, Indianapolis
druggist, is president of the organization.
A highlight of the session will
be the installation of Mrs. Beulah
L. Stith of Detroit to succeed Clark
as president of the organization,
She will be the first woman to
head the pharmacists group.
The convention will be the guest
et Eli Lilly Pharmaceutical company on Aug. 9. The firm has ar-

*

BATESVILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
Quarterly conference was held at
Sand Spring on the 14th of July.
A nice time was reported. Rev.
R. B. Dysie is pastor.
The service at the Pilgrim Rest
MB church was very fine. The
pastor, Rev. J. M. Rudd was ill.
Rev. C. W. Carried out his service.
Oliver Lee was buried at Barrisonville MB church last Thursday.
Whlt W. buried at San Spring,
Miss., King buried at Springhill
MB church. They were all victims
of a wreck.
Fred Joiner and wife and COG
returned from Buffalo, N. Y.,
where they vacationed with their
brother and children.
Mrs. Gussie Fundren is in rutnois visiting for a few days with
daughter, Mrs. Annie Loyd.
• •
OXFORD

ranged for a plant teur and a panel on drug store operations. Some
Butler university College of Pharmacy faculty members and N, algreen drug store personnel will
participate on the programs.
The NPA includes pharmacists
from 22 states with 23 affiliated
These affiliates represent mere
than 700 retail aud profession
al stores throughout the U. S.
The Women's Auxiliary w ill
meet in conjunction with the associati
Sessions will be held at the Sheraton-Lincoln hotel in downtown Indianapolis.

By MABEL CRAWFORD

Mississippi

IIAROLD H. BURTON teen.
ter) associate justice of the U.
S. supreme Court, greets a
delegation of fellow legionnaires from the .1 a me a
Reese Europe Post 5, Inc., The

American, on occasion of the
post's 38th anniversary. Meet.
Mg was held In Justice Burton's private chambers in Su
preme Court building. Left to
right Past Commanders Bert

McCoy, W. A. Haley, Henry T.
Banks, Rev. Reuben M I n o r,
H. W. Walker, s. C. Jones,
F. I. Crawford, J. C. Lorm•
ins, Albert L. Jackson, R. Pi

Rhea, Justice Burton, George
H. R'kraw, who presented the
post's year book to their distinguished host; C. P. Curley,
Past Department Vice C o in.

manader J. Wesley Franklin,
it., C. G. Sliger, Harvey J.
Bulimic, Sr., M. C. Herod, and
Past Department Vice C o
mender Clifton C. Anderson.

.P.ICAYUNE
ther with Mrs Marjorie Ivey at, By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
tended the Missionary meeting at
Mrs. Eva Sellers left last week Wall, Miss.
for Houston, Texas where she will
Winter Lesure and wife Mrs. Levisit her son and daughters.
sure and aunt, Mrs. Ethel B. meAl Rowland Moore who is sta. bred to Holly Springs to visit
Lee
Coned at Roswell; N. M., spent Grant, who is a patient in the hes- ,
several days here with his par. puss
The numeral sixteeen was placed
LINDEN
CLARKSVILLE
Association, and many others.
ISALA
ent s, Mr. and
Mrs. Cla b
Children's Day program w a s
atop the beautiful birthday cake.
By RESSLEle F. THOMAS
The bride is the great gra n ,
JR.
BROWN,
ourne.
II,
EDWARD
By
held at Bates Chspel Sunday.
The numeral was used as a subdaughter of the late A. D. Citron ! Rev. and Mrs. R. J. Joiner had
Moore.
John Phillip from Chicago visit- Presiding elder W. T. Couch of
Coach E. P. Claiborne of Burt stittihe for the candles, that are
who in his life time was a power- as house guest last week Mrs.
Mrs. Fannie Expose left la el ed friends here.
the went Nashville district held
ful political leader in Republican Joiner's sister, Mrs. Hattie Pope, High school for two years, will traditional and customety 1 o r
week for Chicago where she will
Lee Grant underwent an opera his third quarterly conference here
leave Clarksville. August 5, to be- birthday cakes.
circles here, having at one time from Clarksdale, Miss,
visit her sister.
lion last week in Holly Springs. at Roberts Chapel AME church
The guests began to arrive at
made the race Jibe school director, Those who attended the Prayer come footbs11 and track coach at
Anderson Durr, jr., underwent
Rev. Hunt Wetlock, son-imlaw on Sunday afternoon. Elder Couch
almost being elected and at the Band convention isst week were Lincoln high school in Evansville, 7 p.m., bringing a variety of beauan operation last week in the to. of Rev. P. P.
Stockard was guns preached a strong sermon to a time of death was being groomed ' Rev. O. J. Joiner, Mrs. R. A. trid. During coach Claiborne's stay tiful gifts, colorfully wrapped for
cal pospital.
at Bates Chapel last Sunday.
packed house. The conference was for alderman.
Joiner, Mrs. Lela Marshall a n d at Burt his football teams have the occasion. Mrs. Jewell st a II
Mr. and Mrs, Hubert Johnson
.•
a success.
• ••
Mrs. Arnala Williams.
won 17 games, lost five and tied Covington of Long Island, N. Y.,
f B
re/al:IVOnto spent BROOKHAVEN
Harbor, Mich.,
Dr. 11. R. Marshall, MD., and JOHNSON CITY
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Harvey's one. Claiborne coached at Carver- sister of the twins served punch
week here visiting
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
sister V. J. Smith, Mrs. Florence
daughter, Mettle Lee from India- Smith High school Columbia, to the guests. Games and dancing
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
and friends.
years before coming were the features of tntertainment
Summer is usually the time K. Thomas and son, Ressley F.
When old Sleepy made his round
Mr. Nathaniel L,etture, 82, died napolis visited with them last Tenn., three
to Burt. His team wen the Region for the evening. Ice cream and
last week at the local hospital when there Is a lull on the social Thomas, Mr. Samuel G. Smith, Sr. in the VA hospital July 8. The week.
went to cake were served. Mrs. Rafael
he found the following confined: scene in the "Magnolia" State.' Lena A. Jones and Mary L. Sharpe final rites were held from t h e
Mrs. Mary Bell Hughes a n d championship in 1955, and
Melrose for the Hernandez, Mrs. Henderson Woods
Valeria Jones, Eva Vince. James There is quite a hit of activity attended the west Nashville dig- Chapel in Mountain Home, Tenn ., daughter attended the funeral of Memphis to play
will leave and Mrs Eloise Hayee graciously
Nixon, Kimbelle Oliver, William here and there. Down Magnoli trict conference at Mount Zion on the afternoon of July 11. The Mrs. Hughes' uncle in Macon, state championship. He
CJarksville August 3, and assume assised Mrs. Hall with the "'cryMcGee, Albert (Bum) Mays and way St. James church was t IDe AME church in Centersville re. deceased was a veteran of t h e Miss.
at Lincoln August 15. ing. Everyone expressed having
scene of a timeline of the WSCS cently. At the closing morning sea• Spanish American War. He is sur.
Lonnie Page.
Rev. and Mrs, Minis. Steward hie duties
mon of the conference Resslea F. vived
Mt. Olive and First B a pt is t had a delightful evening.
Mrs. Ada Mixon is and has been of the Yrookhaven District.
by one brother, Mr. William lost their daughter. They have our
churches Sunday-school and BTU
The school of missions occupied Thomas appeared before the con- Latture, of this city, three sisters, deepest sympathy.
••
confined for several days sufferpicnic was held at the Edith Pe(- BRIGHTON
Mg from a fall Due to the ab- us for one week at Waveland by , ference and delivered a rousing Mrs. Dora Boggan, Mrs. Elen
Mr, and Mn. Cassia are t is 42
Rev. and Mrs. R. J. Joiner and tus Park, Thursday July 18.
speech
on
the
.1
"The
sea.
success
Among the many enroll
of the Ester, Mrs. Birdie Kenney, of this
sence of her daughter, Miss Annie
proud parents of a baby boy. He
Mn, Emma Jones motored to LexProf. Charles L.
fureral
of
q3lack
Man
The
Mesdames
L.
V.
Hotin
MRS.
CURTIS
ed
were:
America
By
HILL
and
Why."
Mae, who is attending summer
city, and other relatives. Inter- ington, Miss., Sunday where Rev.
has been named Kenneth
Johnson, science instructor at Burt
Was enjoyed by the entire con- ment occurred in the Circle.
school, Mrs. Mixon is at the home land, Jackson; Bessie Williams,
Mrs. Roxana Banks Bernard.
Joiner is pastor.
Norflett
Sunday. Mrs. Pearlie Bloydes pa axed
held
a
a
school
w
High
Emma
ference.
Luster,
Meridian)
Mr.
Thomas
warned
the
Audrey
of her son, Robert Bogen.
Miss Lucile Griffen, 43, died in
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Blout's July 11,, at the St. Peter's AME away Friday July 12, 1957 at John from St Louis is visiting her per.
Tobias,
McComb;
Eva
Gordon,
race
against
taking
up
too
much
Cpl. John T. Ferguson who has
Memorial hospital July 8. The fi- grandson is visiting with them.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Mallory Banks
church, with Rev. M. Peace, pas- Gaston hospital. She was stepmothbeen stationed at Fort Bragg, N. C. Magnolia; Mozelle Nevers, Colons. of the vice of the age.
nal rites were held from the Led. Joe Wade is still stick. We hope
Prof. Johnson died er of Mr. and Mrs. George Pend- and other relatives.
officiating.
Ophella
Dubra;
Marie
Cal.
tor,
Samuel
G.
Smith,
Sr.,
succumbhas been discharged and is novv
ford Funeral Parlor on the after- he'll soon be up and out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Thompattack in College Alas- cr, Jr.; sister of Rev. and Mrs.
at home with his wife and chil• bert, Gulfport; Polly Clark, Tyler- ed to an attack of double pneumon- noon of July 11, with Rev. Gentry Others on the sick list are Mrs. of a heart
son from Los Angeles are visiting
ka, where he was attending Col- .1. B. Bloydes; grandmother of Mr.
town; L. M. McDonald, !tattles- ia early Thursday morning, June
dren.
Fitzgerald officiating. She 16 sun- Perry, Mr. Toy, Mrs. Canning and
a science schol- and Mrs. E. L. Fender, Sr.; Mr. Mr. Thompson's parents, Mr. and
; J. T. will take his school train- burg; I. C. Pittman and Miss 20, at the Perry county hospital. vived by one daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Woods. We hope for all a lege of Alaska on
Mrs. Jimmie Thompson and other
arship. Ile went by automobile and Mrs. J. T. Fender and Mr.
Margaret Bess Columbia.
Smiths had been sick for two weeks
ing in New Orleans.
and was accompanied by M r s. and Mrs. George Pender, III and relatives.
California is calltig Odele and his family was at his bedside Geneva Dickson, of this city; two speedy recovery.
Mrs. Mary Newkirk of Catahom
Mr. and Mrs. William Mullene
brothers, Messrs Edward, a n d
•••
Johnson and Charles jr. Mrs. John- great grandmother of E. L. jr.,
at the time of his passing. Sister
la was rushed here to the local Cain who left this weekend for
and children are visiting Mr. Mid•
Bradford Griffen, of this city;
son was also taking a special edu- and L. A. Ventolce Ann Ponder.
"'hospital last week. Her condition visit with her brother and h i V. J. Smith, pastor of Roberts three sisters, Mrs. Ruby Rhea, PONTOTOC
lens
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Maylor's Chapel celebrated lad- cation course at the university. Aunt of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. StevChapel, delivered the funeral euis said to be very poor.
Mullen, and other relatives. Mr.
Mrs. Myrtle Howard of this city, ies day Sunday July It Mr.
Wlitirow
and
Ester
Artence
ens,
retarded
a
teaches
Johnson
Mrs.
from
Oakland
Ilome
is
Mrs.
logy
Friday afternoon before a
CunMiss Louise Fells of Hattiesburg
Mrs. Dona Jenescu, of Red Bank, ningham wcs principle
Lee Carruthers and great aunt of and Mrs. Mullens are from St.
speaker. class at fturt high.
spent last weekend in the home Maud Allen who recently visited packed house.
N. J. and other relatives, Inter- Rev. and Mrs. Talbert of
EsMr. Albert Fiths, jr., of Columbus, Louis, Mo.
lire,
deaths:
recent
Other
h
r
son
and
daughter-in-law.
Atty.
Miss
New
AlFlorence
A. Thomas read
•a•
of Mr. and Mrs. Claboure Moore
ment occurred in West Lawn cem• bany, Miss., were present, Also tella Haynes and Mrs. Estiza N.
We extend our sympathy to Mrs.
Claude
Allen
and
their
Mrs.
and
the
obituary,
resolutions and cards etery with .1. D. Ledford funeral
vintine their daughters and sun,
Ruth Stevens who lost her aunt. STARKVILLE
Mr,
A.
Pennington.
Poinsett
of
Oakland,
children
in
Calif.
of
Chicago.
They
sympathy.
Rev.
George Scales
Bowl% nd
0 ••
We are glad to see Mrs. Cattle
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE 111
reported a splendid time.
The morning mail brought a note made a short talk over brother director in charge.
Mrs, Mary Dukes.' daughter of
Rev. W. P. Wagner occupied the
Whitteyar has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Green's son NASHVILLE
is
from
Mrs.
Eunice
Martin
who
Smith.
The
senior
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Knox and
choir
furnish- pulpit of Friendship Baptist church
Housey (Cole 8) who has been con.
reporter
wants
to
thank
is
Majors
of
Your
improving in Pontotoc CommuMr, and Mrs. James
children of Milwaukee, Wisc., are
'fined for several months was rush- currently attending school at Tue. ed music for the occasion. Inter- on the night of July 14. ,
nity hospital.
935 Groveland et., Dayton, Ohio, each one who helped in her church visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joe Yeats.
ment at the w est side cemetery
ed back to the local hospital last kegee Institute
Birks,
and
children
Mrs.
Lillie
God's
blessing
be
with
May
and
drive.
Mr.
were
guests
of
weekend
While on the mailing list is F:vat before a large crowd of sorrowfor a few days. Mrs. Knox is the
week. Her condition is poor.
visited Mrs. Lillie Birks' daughter,
Mrs. Robert L. Gordon of 2209 you. Thank you again.
former Glayds Yeates,
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Winston of Jones Brown of Greenwood who is ing relatives and friends and a Mrs. Martha Clay in Knoxville,
Mee.
and
Mr.
and
Patterson
st.,
Messrs James Yeates, Junes
Riloxi, Miss., spant last weekend studying at Fisk this summer. mound of floral offerings. N H. Tenn. Mrs. Birks also visited her
Caldwell.
of
1408
Emmitt
Moody
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell James Parham, mortician of Parson was
Alvin Pearson, Mrs. Dorothy KenIn the home of his brother, Old
Cumberland
Gap,
Tenn
aunt
in
enMajors
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cob.,
and daughter of Denver,
are in charge of funeal rites. M.
nard and son, Mrs. Bernice Smith
Sl•epy Paige.
Mrs. Mamie D. Blanding has re route to Hot Springs, Ark., for a
the A. A. Alexanders of Smith was 77 years old. He leaves
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Turner of visiting
MELLWOOD
after
Mich.,
Detroit,
turned
to
relaxation.
and
vacation
of
rest
the
James
family
Brookhaven
and
to mourn his widow, Cora Houaell
Walter Donald Pearson all of St.
DeRirlder, La., was called here
By LEROY CRAIG
city
days
in
the
MCRAE
spending
a
few
Mrs.
While
visiting
here.
Mr.
and
Birmingham,
Ala.
in
Louis and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Smith; four children, two sons anti
to attend the funeral of Mr. MelMr.
and
Mrs.
The
12th
District
Convention
conparents,
with
her
Gordon
Mrs.
hiajors
and
Mr.
and
Members
of
the
Chrisholm
famMr.
and
Mrs.
two daughters. Mr. Smith h a d
Pearson of Memphis were horne
Craig's daughter
vin (Uncle Billy) Jordon who died
ily gathered from far and near been a devout member of Rob- William Davis. Mr. and Mrs. Cun- and son-in-law, Maude and Char- motored to Clansville, Tenn., to vened at the New Shiloh A. B. last week to be at the bedside
at Pearlriver, La.
church Thursday, July 9, with all mother of the
and family visited Mrs. ley Guy and Mr. and
ningham,
relatives.
visit
vith
to
pay
tribute
to
the
senior
Mrs.
erts
Pearson young men,
Chapel AME church for more
Mrs. Craig's
Mrs. Mollie Jane Durr is at the
the officers present. Dinper was sister of Mr.
Cunningham's mother, Mrs. I d a son, Leroye visited them
Yeates and aunt of
last week, lienri and Henry Hall of 2207
bedside of her father at Bass Field. Chrisholm, Sunday, July 7, at than 40 years where he had serv- Dodd, in Ghestnee, N. C.
served
at
1:30.
Patterson st., Nashville, celebratGeorge Brown ed as trustee and steward. He
Mrs. Smith and Kennard.
At the site of the Recreation the home of Mrs,
J.
D.
Lampkin
E.
S.
Kilgore
have
semipassed
Dr, and Mrs.
away on
Mrs. Thomas J. Rogers, a vele
was dinner guests of Mr. a n d ed their leith birthday with a
Center the poles were raised for (Lila Chrisholm) in Brookhaven. was one of the leading citizens returned from Durham, N. C.
formal party at the Hadley Park Friday, July 12. His funeral was eran of the U. S. Army, spent
the lights for night ball games During the afternoon scores of and substantial race persons of Miss Virginia Roberts, from Mrs. Jessie Ellis Friday.
held
at
New
Shiloh
parSunday,
Mr.
given
by
their
Clubhouse
Isis furlough at home with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Ellis of Smith
last week and the lights will be familie friends called to offer best this section.
Washington, D. C., is visiting her
ents. Dr. and Mrs. Mack Hall, sr. Lampkin was a deacon and clerk Mr. and Mrs. George Lee
A wedding of much interest to
Bend Ind., are visiting their parRogers
turned on in a few days. The fence Wish.'. Throuehou'. the evening reof
the
church.
guests
attendForty-three
invited
Spaulding
i
s
iiy
e
.
ter,
Mrs.
E.
S.
Kilgore
and
fam•
.
Funeral
last week.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Ellis,
has already been erected around freshn‘mts were served to all who her many friends, was that of MSS
home
was
affair.
The
rooms
in
ed
this
gala
charge
of
arrangecalled.
Billy Coate, Mr. and Mrs. Ard
Henrietta Citron, who Will Mar.
Mrs. Doris Helen Pierce, Mr.
the complete area. All the light
were decorated throughout with ar- ments.
Os.
A Daily Vacation Bible school,
•
Sdals and Mr. Houston motored to
ried to Audie Le;
and Mrs. Frank Ellis, Mr. and Mrs.
-- Wilkes of N—as-11-:
Poles, fence posts and fence wire
rangements of cut flowers, ferns
St.
Paul
AMIE
was
held
at
Zion
STARK
VILLE
St. Louis with Willie Wilson to
011e at the home of the bride's
Arthur Hurd were guests of Mr.
were donated to the center by
and balloons. The color scheme of
June 10 to 21.
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
attend the All-Star baseball game
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Ca- church from
and Mrs. John Watkins of Hope-1 pink and blue was carried out with Father Of The Year
Mr. L. 0. Crosby, jr.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
W.
R.
Williams
•• e
James Yeates returned to his tron of West Main it. recently. attended a church institute In RogTUSKEGEE, Ala. — Charles G. last week. ,
the monogrammed flanking and
Mrs. Emma Alice Rogers John.
WATER VALLEY
home in St. Louis Sunday after Rev. L. E. Mosby of St. Paul ermine, Tenn.
served as a centerpiece for the Gemillian, dean of students at Tux- son is spending her vacation
Chicago — California has the the decorated birthday c a k
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
spendina a week with his sister, AME church Nashville, performed
kegee was named "Father of the
a a•
with
her mother, Mrs, Alberta Rogmost city managers with 143. which served as a centerpiece for, Year" recently. His selection
Miss Nellie Ruth Brinkley of Mrs. Mary A. Pearson who has the marriage ceremony at 6 p.m. NEWBERN
by candle light. The bride was
Maine has 127, Texas 110, Mich- the table which was adorned withi marked the first time for the an- er, and sister, Gwendolyn,
Jackson, Tenn,, visited her grand been ill.
By ARCHA WOODS
igan 103, and Florida 127.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Montgom- gowned In white and carried a
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. S. Sheran antique lee tablecloth.
float award.
Sister Lee and the Heaven Bound
PICKENS
field. She also visited her aunt, ery and children are visiting their white prayer book on white or. Singers from Humboldt. Tenn.,
GRACE BYRD STIGLER
Mrs. Mattie Piques.
mother and grandparents. M r s. chide. The house was decorated , rendered a program for Club No.
On the first Sunday in August. Willie E. Daily and Mr. and Mrs. with pink and white carnations 5 at St John Baptist church BroFuneral services will be held
against
a
background
of lilies and ther Burt Hassell, booster; Mater
Mrs. Helen Chatman will render a Johnny Montgomery for a f e w
at Fair View MB church Friday
candle lights. The following perprogram at the Union Hill CME days.
Gracie Scott captain.
July 12 for Mrs. Goldia Johnson
sons
attended
the
her
wedding:
a
brochurch.
Mrs Ella Nash is visiting
Mrs. Carrie Van Dyke and siswho died in Lexington hospital,
ther,
John
A.
Catron,
who
son,
daughter-in-law.
Mr.
and
planed
and
Miss Maudene Bobo attended the
ter of Bentop Harbor, Mich., visitJuly 9, Rev. Herman Moore offiLeadership Training school at Hol- Mrs. Henry Nash, jr., and family. in from Guam for the occasion ed her sister-in-law, Mrs. Carrie
ciated. Survivors Include, I daughMrs. Virginia Sims of Witchita; and gave her away; Mr. James Woods.
akly Springs, July 8,1a...
ter. Mrs. Lucille Parris; 2 grandW Mrs. Laura Austin is visiting Kans., is visiting her nephew and Wilkes of Nashville, best man and
Mr. and Mrs. Obie Shockley and
daughters, Mrs. Lucille Marshall
his family, hlr. and Mrs. B. L. cousin of the groom; Mr. and Mrs. children have returned home afther children in Chicago.
and Mrs. Armalea Mack of Phila.
A. Samuel Bryant and children of er spending a week vacation with
The Gospel Travelers of Water Robinson.
delphie; one sister, Josephine Wil•• *
Nashville, sister and brother•in-lew his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Plum
Valley sang at the Pilgrim Rest
burn and several nieces and nephof the bride; Mr. and Mrs. Shockley. His sister, Miss Donnie
('ME church last Sunday. Clothe CANTON
ews, Burial in Union cemetery.
By B. H. VARNADO
Tomrhy Wilkes of Nashville, par- B. Shockley accompanied the m
Rogers, president; Rev. L. W. Wal•••
ton, pastor.
Mrs. Geneva Coleman of Clarks. ents of the groom; Miss Anne home.
HOLLY SPRINGS
.reporter, C. A Hawkins, Rt. 3.
dale and her two lovely little Miles of Nashville; Mrs. A. J.
Mrs. James Hayes and son were
Tha Marshall County ce heel
• •
grandchildren, Marion and Lola Norris, beauty culturist and claugh. guests in the home of Mrs. Mary
opened July 15. 'The separate
COLDWATER
Mae Eley were recent house her: Mrs! Katherine Parks, teach- Smith, Wednesday.
school of the city district opened
By EUNICE CeLDWELL
guests of Mr. and Mrs, Alex Gar. er at Carter Lawrence city
Ethel Rawls returned home aftJuly 22.
Richard Washington is back rett, Jr.
school, both of Nashville, a n d er visiting her father in Decatur,
The Leadership Training school,
from his vacation. He visited his
Mrs. Beatrice Hart of Gary. Ind., t Florence K. Thomas and son Reel'.
which opened at M. I. college, was
sneer in Chicago and his brother and Mrs. II. If. Henley of Chi- I Icy F'. Thomas of Linden, At the
The Enke.' motored to Ridgley,
a great success.
reception which followed, cham- Tenn., Sunday to visit Mr, and
in Detroit.
eago are. Canton visitors.
George WratherLy was seriously
The third quarterly conference
pagne
and
cake
were
served
to
Mrs. Lonnie Williams, Mrs. M
Mrs. James Lomax.
wounded Friday when he was allot
was held it Senitobie and Cold- E. Penquite and Mrs. C. M. Var- the many guests present. Many
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellis of
twice and made to drive his ear
water at Bates Chapel C. M. E. nado attended the joint session of valuable presents of china, silver- South Bend, Ind., have been visitout of the city at the point of
church. The P. E Stockard deli. the Knights of Pythia and Celan- ware, furniture and limo linen ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jesa gun. After driving six miles on
were presented the newlyweds. sie Ellis. They left for Little Rock.
vered a wonderful messege. His the at Port Gibson last week.
Highway 78, George attempted to
subject was "make up your
Mrs, Amelia Lloyd Mrs. Artie I Among those attending the re. Ark., to spend a few days with
take the gun but failed. The ear
Minds." Rev. C. JOnes, pastor; P. C. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Earl ception were: Mrs. Helen Smith, friends before returning to South
was wrecked and George is in
P. Stockard. P. E.
Prichard and their granddaughter teacher in Carver school, Linden; Bend.
North Mississippi hospital in a serRev. J. Jile and .wife and Mrs, Alma Rica Baskin spent July 4 Mary L. Sharpe, aunt of the htide,
ious condition.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hurd and
Lnis Gillispie attended the Mission- in Handsboro and Gulf Port.
Linden, Mr. David Majors, student son, Micael and Mr. James E.
S T. Nero returned ta the tit,
of the Florida A and NI
Messrs. 11. W. Archie, Au of Add unlveralty, Neshville; Mr. Etna of South Bend, have returnary Institute in Greenwood. Mis
RATTLERS GET NEW STA•
Thursday.
per
ing the progress of the slatt. Rev. S. line is pastor of Edward Claughter, Prof. P. C. Moore and and Mrs. N. II. Perham, proprie- ed home after spending a week
DIUM — Coach Jaite GaithUniversity Rainer. gaither
Percy Jones, a teacher ft
ern' with Gaither are 6 a d
yours truly attended the 0th Dis- tors of the Perham cafe of Par. with their grand-parents. Mr. and
Chapel AME church.
er (second from left) a is d
Ii hoping that the stadium wIlt
Coach Acosta Kittle'', Head
Charleston, Mo, will leave Aug. S.
part of his staff watch t h a
Mrs, Ethel Broomer. Mrs. Alice trict Grand Lodge at Cartharge, aom and head of the Perham 'Mrs. Jessie Ellis.
be ready before the 1957 footTrainer and Head Line Coach
See the agent each week for a
Steel go up for the nen home
Taylor, Mts. Mary Dawson, loge. Miss., July 8 and 9.
Funeral Home and Mutual Burial
Tim Miller of South Bend,
Pete Griffin.
Defender.
ball season is o'er. Watch.
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Services and Childrens Day at
Spring Hill church Sunday w a a
very good. Rev. Cox preached a
very impresive sermon. The
Children's Day program was good
with some addition to the program, The piano solos by Clarence
Edward Banks, Faye Thompson
and Joyce Lynn Banks and the
quartette from Batesville w a•
enjoyed by all.
The Home Demonstration club
met at the home of Mrs. Cora
Thompson Saturday. Object of the
meeting was plans for their annual club picnic.
Messrs Larry Donell and James
P. Slate from Detroit, Mich. are
visiting relatives, Roger Thompson and David Slate and families.
Miss Augusta Woods, one of the
teachers in Abberville school who
has been attending M. I. college
this summer, came home last
week.
Mrs. Julia Abrams from Kansas
City, Mo., is visiting her sisters,
Mesdames Minnie Campbell a n d
Resie Griffin and other relatives.
Mrs. Levora Roy from St. Louis,
hfo., is spending her vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl

Arkansas

Georgia

•••
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs

STARTS SUNDAY!
JULY 28
4 BIG DAYS 4!

county
NEWS

Jr LOVVENV4d.CLARK
Public school; in the Forrest !With Mrs. Murphy's parents, Mr.
City district opened last week, and Mrs. J. W. West.
Marking the end of vacations for
Mrs. Ethel Thomas and sons of
children, teachers and parents, for Nahville, Fenn, are visiting Mrs.
awhile
Thomas' .parents, Dr. and Mrs.
The new teachers at Lincoln B. Bank.
High this year are Miss Johnnie
Mrs. H. L. Blount has returned
Etta Jackson, of Marshall, Texas to Detroit after a visit with friends
North
Gwynn,
of
and Miss Mollie
here and other points in Ark.
Carolina.
and La.
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
Mrs. Ida Jefferies anad her little
Before public schools opened, granddaughter, Annette, of Gary,
Beth Salem Baptist church spon- Ind., were recent houseguests of
sored an inspiring Vacation Bible Mr. met Mrs. Joseph Suggs Mrs.
school. There were more than 100 Jefferies Is the aunt of Mr. Suggs.
Mrs. Renette Doggett of Pine
students in attendance. Instructors
were: primary dept., Mrs. Net- Bluff visited her cousin, Mrs. F.
tie Turner, supt.; Mrs. E 1 I a N. Jemison recently.
Little Neils Ree and Larr y
Hicks, ME3r Brock, nursery; Miss
Barbara Teener, and Beginners, Smith returned from Chicago with
Mrs. A. L. Griggs.
their grandparents. Rev. and Mrs.
Junior dent. Isaac Wilburn, su- E. L. Nelson, to spend the reperintendent; Miss Magalean May- mainder of the summer.
Walter Moorehead, jr., one of
field. Intermediate, Mrs. Wilma 1'.
Delaney, Miss Mercedier Turner our newsboys and son of Mr. and
was in charge of music and served Mrs. W. N. aloorehead, has just
as general secretary. Rev. G. W. returned from a two-Week vacaPitts, pester, and Mrs. Ethel Ford, tion in St. Louis.
directors.
Myles Jeffers, Jr. son of Mr.
On last Sunday, the Pestor's Aid and Mrs. M. C. Jeffers, has just
club of Beth Salem church held returned from a vacation in ChiIts Annual Tea at the lovely home cago.
Miss Barbara Brooks, daughter
of Mrs. Susie NarIs. Registering
guests were Mrs. Ella Hicks and of Mr. and Mrs. Cato Brooks spent
Mr. Horace Futrell. Presiding at her vacation in Chicago with her
the beautifully decorated table brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Nelson
was Mrs. Alonzo Cain and assisthave returned to their home in
ing was Mrs. Ep:learn Baird.
VACATIONERS
Pontiac. Mich. after a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Murphy Mrs. Nelson's parents, Mr. anad
end their little godchild. Karen, Mrs. Jesse Mayfield. Miss Mageeof Denver, Colo. spent a few days lean Mayfield returned with them.

! American railroads in 1949 had
An auto motor needing repair
their best passenger and employe often generates an excess of carsafety performance on record, up
bon monoxide gas.
to that time.

TROPHIES FOR THE JUNIORS — W. L. Cook, left, tournament chairman for the National Juniors Tennis Tournament, receives 34 trophies donated by 1 he Coca-Cola Compass, Atl inla, which is a co.
sponsor of this annual event

held at North Carolina college
at Durham. Moss H. Kendrix,
center, Washington, D.('., pub.
lie relations firm, makes con.
tribution in behalf of his client,
The Coca-Cola Company while
Dr. Atrium Elder president,
North Carolina college, looks

DYER, TENNESSEE
A cheery greeting from t h a troit, Mich., and Mrs. Bernell
northern end of Gibson county. !Harding of Cleveland. Ohio, are
' Yes, we're fanning too, in case , the daughters. Mrs. Shirley Ray, I
of Trenton, is a frequent visitor!
you're interested.
•
also. Mrs. Ray has the great-grand I ws. •
! Our being on the northern end
family.
the
baby
of
of the county hasn't lowered the
!let me begin at the beginning. 1
Musing:
Mr. and Mrs. .Alfred O'HanieL
temperature any. In spite of that
make! WIGS an honored , guest at a baby
security
financial
Does
Their
l
"Home
of
— school has gotten off tc a great have moved into a
I
, shower in 3 new neighborhood. I
start and the children have set- Own" on Washington dr. Congrat- one happy.' While paying premi- received so many beautiful gifts,
them.
ulations
to
d health
urns on life
tled down to the grind of study- I
Many of them were handmade. I
.,0
and feeling rather smug because was embarrassed because so many
Mg. Those who were fortunate
preached
a
Fowikes
Rev.
Wm.
never
be
a
buryou
feel
you
will
enough to have a vacation from
of the "Dcnors" I had no more
home have started the homeward wonderful message for the youth den on -your children, I wonder if than passed the time of day with.
trek. Rebecca Phillips and Sam- the second Sunday. Rev. Fowlkes it has ever occurred to you that
It was a neighborhood party,
mie Wynn, who spent their vaca- was dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.' money worries are nut the only
and even though I recognized
thing that can make aging partion in Gary, Ind. returned Thursday accompanied by Ermagean Andrew Nolan and father, Tom No. ents a responsibility. Are you ne- most of the ladies, I did not 4,now
and Mrs. Ian. Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Hutson ' glecting to make payments on a many of their names. Can you
Nolan,d
h
and Rev. J. C. Hullum were Sun- very important type of insurance imagaine opening a beautifully
Eugene Nolan, of Gary.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. .1. D. . . .your protection against old. wrapped package with a $2 or $3
e•
Overall. Mrs. Beatrice hie, Mrs.
gift inside and having to have
age loneliness and dependence on
Speaking of vacations many of Geraldine Williams,
el r s. La
someone identify the giver f o r
our hometowriers have visited Pearl Burns, Mrs. Alberta Taint. the young for pleasure. In the hustle and hustle of trying to earn a you? I appreciated each and evhome for week ends or maybe
son, Hollis Wynn, Eddie Ball and
ery gift, but how can I ever repay
long periods of time. Among the Mr. and Mrs. Ilollis Wilkins along Living and keeping house for the
family, are you losing all contact these women? Some will never
weekenders was Miss Tyree Ivie
with Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Hutwith wit. friends. Have you given have an occasion to have a showwho now resides in Indianapolis, son, pastor of the
C'ME church
up all group activities? If see you er, and just now I can't do much
Ind.. accompanied by Wel-,b Johns
worshipped with the CP church in :
entertaining because the ve a
and father, Haywood Johns, of In- .s Rutherford Wednesdaynight. ; are not leading a well-balanced life
at all. Think about this until next small house and a large young
dianaolis, spent a recent week
Rev. Hutson gave a wonderful
family. Most of these women I
week,
end with Mr. and Mrs. Ell Ivie, missionary sermon. The
,
don't know well enough to send a
.
Wanda and Donald Ray Fisher.
Dear Carlotta:
the first n a serve servicw for the
birthday remembrance What can
Friends were all happy to s e e Missionary Society for the C. P.
My neiehbers have been so gend
"Ty." as she is affectionately church sponsored by Mrs. Irene erous to me on a certain occasion I o? Worried mother.
Dear Mother:
known around town.
until
I
am
quite
embarrassed.
But
Alexander, of Rutherford.
As far as the neighbhrood showMrs. Bell Welch is being made
happy this season for she is beC. V. Jenkins reports that his east now and is spending her time
in visited by most of her grandbaseball team is still a winning learning to walk again. Mr. and w
7
children, the children of Mr, and
support. Mrs Bob Harris were business
Mrs. LeGrand Welch, of Newbern. learn and asks for your
j visitors in Jackson last week. Es.
Aside from the ones who have al- Fishing is still the most popular thryn Faye and Richard Guiden,
ready visited her Sunday last eport around town according MI of Indianapolis, are visiting their
found Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Welch Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Fisher.
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Erict
and family and brothers Raymon
The Missionary Society ef Fair- Guiden. Mrs. Birdie Anderson has
and William Ray, all of Peoria. view Baptist church met in the been on the sick list.
III. Of course Mr. and Mrs. Le- home of Mr. and Mrs. Artie Lee
The burning of the garment facGrand Welch come along with the Gentry on Monday night. Stew-, tory
was quite an economic blow
Lake Grove Baptist church wornchildren each time.
2
with
Mrs.
ardess Board No.
to the communitybut w hear
•
very
efficient
Erma Wynn as the
there are plans to rebuild it very en have selected "Women Facing
Mrs. Alberta Nolan must have president of the CME church, met soon
the Future with Faith and Courbeen an exceptionally good patient with Mrs. Virginia ()Daniel on j
Jerry T,ewis of Jacksen spent age" as theme of the annual Wornat St. Mary's hospital in Hum- Thursday last. A delicious course
the week end with Jerry Wynn. en's Day scheduled for Sunday,
boldt, for on Sunday lest she was was served.
If your news has been left out July 28. Rey. H. Robinson, min.
,
'
Charles Booker and FOG of Cot
visited by some of the workers
give me a ring please. We write ister, will deliver a special sermon
and attendants of the hospital. ' dele, Ga., are visiting his mother
what YOU tell us to write. We at the morning service.
We are happy to say that Mrs.! and sister, Mrs. Florence Booker
like to write about you and youi
Miss Cornelia -sanders. of First
Nolan is getting along nicely. 1A'al- and Mrs. Elizabeth Holland. Mr. and you.
Until next week. same Baptist church Chelsea, will be
ter Pfiffer wishes to thank all hie Booker is visiting his brothers.
me place — ADIOS. the guest sneaker at 3 P.m.
friends foe the kindness shown him Messre. It, F. and Andrew Booker e P. S. Our thanks to Mrs.
Alice
Mrs. A. V. Roland will serve
while he has ben sick. He wants and families of Rutherford. Those Honker
for carry•irtg the column as mistress of ceremonies. Mrs.
you to know that he is doing fine Persons attending the Dyersburg n last week
in our absence.
A. Blackwell is chairman.
and would apreciate seeing you District Conference in Union City
at any time. Lynn1McGee remain last week were Mrs. Lucy Ovei on the sick list but is reported as all, Mrs. Alberta Jamison, Miss'
5000 WATTS
WLOK
1480 KCS
Jerry Wynn, Willie Lewis Wynn i
being better.
and
John
Etta
Jamison,
Mrs.
FarMiss Lydia BellsWoods, of Chi.
eago, spent a few hours with her ' rah lei?, Joann Booker a n d
grandmother. Mrs. Lydia Ewel1.1 Murrel Dean Belmont as delegates.
Mrs. Ewell is being made happy Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball. Mr. and
this summer also, for slaughters Mrs. E. L. Wynn. Lois and Phil'
are visiting her with the grand- lip. J. D. 3verall and Johnnie Ja•
children, and that always makes mison visited the Youth Day services.
• grandmother's heart happy.
Memphis, Twines'«
•• •
Mrs. Russell Lee Thomas, of DeThe American Legion Post No
Sunday - June 1957
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on. The Tournament will be
held at Durham July 31-Aug.
3, and it is expected that young
tennis stars from all sections
of the country will participate.
Mr. Cook is a Durham, N. C.
Insurance executive.

Sunday, July 14 was a high day
at the Spring Hill Baptist church.
The choir union will meet and
sing at Morning Star Baptist
church on the fourth Sunday, Rev.
J. R. Halaliburton, pastor.
Willie Sell Taylor died Friday,
July 12 in the home of his daughter, Mrs. Willie Kate Sanders, with
whom he had lived for sometime.
Joe Burns is home from Kennedy General hospital in Memphis
where he had an operation on
the eye which troubled him for
some time. He can now read without glasses.
The Layman Movement'at Morn.
ifig Star Bapjist church invites
everyone to conic out to the layman meeting on Wednesday nights
between 8 and 9 p.m. George Coe
is president.
.Rev. Bert Oliver has improved
from a long spell of illness

Hibbler Can 'See'
Beautiful Women

Aeon
nd

SAMUEL FULLER'S

:lfrrinq

CINENIASGOPE

GENE BARRY•ANGIE DICKINSON'NAT"KING"COLE
GCOBE ENICRPRI,CS P0000,,05 • RCCEASCD BY NO CChruftv rOX

Gary Cooper and Dorothy McGuire in

"FRIENDLY PERSUASION"
NAT "King" COLE MOVIE HIT
COMING TO NEW DAISY SUNDAY

'White Man Who
Can't Go Home'

Gene Barry and Nat "King" Cole, the latter making his dramathe
film debut, flush out Communist guerrillas in this scene from Globe
Enterprises' "China Gate," the CinemaScope attraction opening Sunday, July 28 at the NEW DAISY THEATRE for a 4-day showing:
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Gee...
it Sure
lastes
Wonderful!
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Al Hibbler is NOT BLIND!At
least, not in the usual sense of
the word.
In August. Ebopy, he says, "A
blind man can 'see' beautiful women."
lie claims that his sight lies in
the second finger of his right hand.
"Cut off that finger," he jokes,
"and 'I'd be blind as a bat."

er is concerned, since you were
a newcomer to the neighborhood,
it may be your neighbors' way
of welcoming you. Were many of
the guests older women') If so,
they probably received a great
deal of pleasure out of knitting
for a new baby kid remembering
back when their own children
were small. So yeti see the pleasure may not have been as onesided as your embarrassment
There's a white man in the U.
makes you think.
S. who can't go home!
Lamar Weaver, 29-year-o I d
white lay preacher explains in
Deny Kidnap Plot
August Ebony why he cannot
On Monaco Princess
come out of hiding and go to his
home in Georgia. He states: "I
GSTAAD, Switzerland — (INS)—
began to see that the Negro in
A spokesman for Prince Rainier
the South was discriminated
of Monaco said that reports
against. He does not have a
of threats to kidnap his sixchance in the South. I wanted to
months-old daughter Caroline are
help him."
"pure fantasy."
For this, he lost his borne, wife
and baby.
Although he is still "in hiding,"
About 89 percent of man's knowledge is brought to him through August Ebony reveals the whole
the medium of his ability to see story of "The White Man W h
and read.
Can't Go Home".

Al

lor Ly 11

r

OEKTEL BREWING CO., INC, LOUISVILLE. KY.

epalr
car-
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Stork Stops

Says Homes!
Lose ValueIf
Unrepaired

aLiy"

ah

15

July 17, 19,17

WASHINGTON — Homes lose
thony, 383 Handy Mall.
A daughter, Valda Brown. to Mr.
value and livability, points. oul
A daughter, Loretta Broome, to and Mrs. Jerry Brown, 66 W. WalNorman P. Mason, eommissiener
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie L. Broome, dorf.
of the Federal Housing Adminis620 Georgia.
A daughter. Brenda Fay Harris,
A daughter, Melanie it
tration, unless they are kept in
to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Harris,
Burgess, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin 2841 Airways.
repair and updated from time to
Burgess, 264 Calif.
A daughter. Marilyn Dent s•
time to compete with newer
A daughter, Virginia LOIS lien. Birdsong, to Mr. and Mrs. Curley
homes.
driek, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Birdsong. 488 Pontotoc.
AFSENTY.FIVE YE AR S—
these five employes receiving
officer at the Memphis Gen•
Canip•
Hiram Millburn, Et
This used to he an experielv•
SAPETY Is represented in
Hendrick, 116 Winches(er.
A son, Bernard Wilson, jr., to
safety pies from Col. Ham F.
eral Depot. Reading from lett.
bell, Perry Campbell and
proposition, according to Mr. hieA daughter, Renee Mashell Mor- Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Wilson,
Hatwen, left, engineer supply
Banks McCleod.
the employes are Olie Heel,
non, for owners who were not premon, to Mr. and Mrs. Spencer MI Supreme.
pared to pay casts for home intMormon. 1151 Bismark.
A daughter, Geneva Banks, to
prusements. But since 1934, he
6 it the Crittenden Memorial hos- I
949 Mt. Pisgah.
A daughter, Rosemary Towner, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Banks. 342
sais,
FHA property improvement
830
baby
pits! at
a.m. The
weigh- SafetyAtvarda
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Da- to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Towner, Webster.
loan insurance has made it posed six pounds, three ounces and
vid L. Woods, MO Curry.
966 S. Fourth.
A daughter, Hazel Lenora Them.
sible to borrow money from banks
bas been named Edward Taylur,
A son, Anthony Bowles, to Mr. A son, Cap Burnett, Jr.. to Mr. as, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Thomand other lending institutions on
jr.
and Mrs. Milton E. Bowie,. 946 and Sirs. Cap Burnett,
as,
417 S. Orleans.
225 Elder
more liberal terms than were ever
Miss Ora Mae Cofey and Miss
mmie.
1957
JULY
19,
rd.
before generally available.
Barbara Jo Coley were the week
A daughter, Vickie Renee
A
son,
Calvin
Deflate
Gray, to
A son, Anthony D. Pipit., to
end guests of their parents, Mr
Commissioner Mason reports
Mr. and Mrs. Moss Hart,
Hat,o 92 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Figgie,
247 Mr. and Mrs. Christopher C. Gray,
and Mrs. Dan Cofey, of 1129 ft. 10th
that last year alone owners of
Provine.
1511 Rust.
N. Main.
at. Miss Coley has been studying
homes and other properties took
By JAMES E. BURNS
A son, Perry Wayne Patrick. to
A son, Michael Anthony Clark,
A son, Walter Carlton Jones, to
for the past two years in Europe.
advantage of these terms to the
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Patrick, 4986 Mr. and Mrs. William
to
Mr.
and
Clark,
Leon
Mrs.
of
304
employes
the
hundred
.Eleven
Jones, asat
end little Barbara has been living
extent of more than a million loans
Williams.
Scott.
General
who
Depot
Memphis
have
Barron.
in Detroit for the past four years
totaling close to $700 million.
A daughter, Vickie Denise Dow- A son, James Arthur Ayers,
A on, Joe. Calvin Herrin hi, to
worked 8,102 years without a disJr.,
Mrs. Maggie Crenshaw, of Hui. Miss, Mts. Collins hat completed with her uncle Ora Mae and Bar- abling Injury were today present- said Van Demme.
dy, to Mr. Ind Mrs. Charlie W. to Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Ay. Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Harris 318? bert, Ark.,
is ill at her home. Mrs. five Weeks of post graduate work bara left last Friday for Detroit, ed with safety -pins and cards for
Dowdy, 2741 Enterprise.
Alta rd.
era, 471 Alston.
Mich. and Philadelphia, Pa.
Much of the ceetral area of AusA daughter, Cecelia 'Theresa
their adherence to safety rules on
A sod, Robert Earl Wallace, jr., A son, Elton Leon Denote, jr., Crenshaw who received injuries at Philander Smith college, in LitMr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Jones.
several weeks ago, when she was tle Rock, Ark. Mr. and Mrs. J.
Taylor, to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar to Mr. and
the job. Fifteen-year re c or d s, tralia In considered unproductive
Mrs. Robert E. Wal- to Mr. and Mrs. Elton L. Dennle,
in an automobile accident is im- C. Collins also had as their guests of 118 S. 12th st. had as their amassed by 116 Army Depot em- due chiefly to a lack of natural
Taylor, 1113 Britton.
230 Tillman.
lace, 15? Saxon.
A son, David Thomas, jr. to
A daughter, Margaret Angela proving. Mrs. Crenshaw is a for the holiday, Mr. and Mrs. S. guest last week Mrs. Jones' broth- ployes were rewarded with the wat cr.
A son, Darrle Wayne Elrod, to
member and usher of the Morn- T. Griffin and granddaughter Te- er, Tommy Edward Loften, of Chi- green and white "no-accident"
51r. and Mrs. David Thomas, 23 Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Elrod, 474 Miller, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel ing
Star MB church. Hulbert, and rms. Mrs. Christine Gratin and cago. Mrs. Jones is an instructor award pine.
Decatur.
Miller, 544 Mississippi.
Yale.
A son, Darrell Wayne Porter, the daughter of Mrs. Harris, also granddaughter, Miss Beatrice Hill, at Wonder High school.
A daughter, Joyce Vernit a JULY 14, 957
Some 224 employees who workMrs. Evelyn Oliver, of 230 S. ed less than five )cars milhout a
Woods, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie 8. A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. to Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Per- of Hulbert. Friends and relatives of Chicago. also Sirs. Georgia
Smith
are
wishing
of
11th
Alton,
her
et.,
Ill.
a
hasty
recovery.
instructor
Mesdames
at
Wonder
ter,
Parkway.
194
S.
Woods, 674 Tillman.
lost-time accident were given "no.
Will F.. Stewart, 725 Wright.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Trotter and Griffin and Smith are the sisters High school, IN vacationing in Los accident" cards, while the largA son, Karl SicEadgon, to Mr.
A slaughter, Barbaro Beathe A daughter, Patricia Ann LewAngeles, Calif. with her sister and est group consisting of 760 cm.
Sinipsori, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd is, to Mr. and 51rs. Roonevelt and Mrs. Sylvester Meradgon, children, of N. lath st, returned of Mr. Collins.
home this past week end from
Mrs. Pearl Rani0171, of Chicago. nephew, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Per. ployes. received safety pins fur
2606 Deadrick.
Simpson, 2225 Curry.
Lewis, 950 LeMoyne dr.
A son, Barry I.onnell Bonds, to Chicago where they visited with was the house guest of Mrs. Cora ry. Mrs. Oliver says she expects five through 14 years of accident
A son, Steve Eugene Williams, A son, Garry Moore, to 5Ir. and
to Mr. arid Mrs. James A. Wil- Mrs. James Moore, 269 8potts- Mr. and Mrs. David Bonds, 1361 relatives and friends. Mr. a n it Lefton, of 2517 Jackson. Mrs. Ida to have a wonderful time in Loa free work.
10.T•er
Mrs. Eddie Bush, of Chicago. They Mae Thomas, of 710 S. 18th st., Angeles.
Minnie.
liams, 237 Normood W.
The commanding officer, Colonel
5.5
0
VP*.
A daughter, Felecia Ann Hud- spent a few days with his mother, was moat delighted to see her
A son, Calvin Ledell Brooks, to deE daughter, Pamela Maturate
Ottmar F. Kotick, addressed the
8211
Air. and Mrs. Bill D. Brooks, 546 Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard son. to Mr. and Mrs. William L. Mrs. Lula Greer, of 377 Williams husband Mr. Thomas arrived home
group and thanked them for their
Mania
ave., Memphis. Mr. and Mrs. Bush last week, front Boston, Mass,
Hudson, 375 Sanderson.
Waltimere
evident interest and enthusiastic
E. Jones, 264 Perry rd.
•
were
also
guests
of
his uncle and vi here he has been working for
LietNsio
support of the Depot's safety proJULY 12, 1631
A son, Dennis Darnell Gillis. A son to Mr. and T.lis. George
aunt, Mn, and Mrs. James Reed three months.
gram. He recalled the record set
A son, Alex Suopshire, to Mr. pie, to Mr. and Mrs. James Ga- W. Head, 697 St. Paul.
of
S.
14th
st.,
West
Memphis.
A daughter, Latrice Michelle
by Depot employees when they
Ind Mrs. George Swopshitt, 1961) lina', 1816 Hurt.
(ES East Side chapter, No. 248
No Money
The funeral of the late Mrs. sponsored their annual
worked 1,927,966 manhours without
Southern.
Down!
A daughter, Doris Ann Williams, Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
tea SunNancy
Clark.
was
held
Sunday.
a disabling injury from April 24.
' A daughter, Ida Renee ateKin.- to Mr. and Mrs. It. C. Williams, Jones, 516 N. Fifth.
day, July 14, at the Lela Walker
k cigar
July
14,
at
the
Beautiful
Zion
MP
daughter,
A
Nancy Charlotte
1956 to Jan. 17, 1957, and urged
Club House, 719 Walker are. Menn•
letrr,
ney, to Mr. and Mrs. Mack Mc- 892 Louisiana.
church, on S. 15th st. Mrs. Clark phis, Tenn. Sister
them to strive to surpass this recKinney, 1652 Sunset.
Lula Greer is
A daughter. Constant Lushelle Bullard. to Mr. and Mrs. Viotthy
Ia
2 Ploiire
Sunday.
passed
July
7
at
her
xisC.
Bullard.
Eloise.
work1378
have
Employes
date
to
ord.
' A daughter, Ids Louise P r a t- Collins, to Mr. and Mrs. Moor
chairman: sister Mae Liu. Id I ITwin sons, Timothy Harper and ters honie, 306 N. 11th st. She ellen, co-chairman. Bro. J.
ed more than 500,000 inanhourn
cher, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Prat. Collins, 2061 Troy.
Getting
C.
your
house
ready
before
cher, 781 Saxon.
A daugher, Cindy Lee Rodgers Thomas Harper, to Mr. and Mrs. was a niember and usher of the 'Evan W. P.: Sister Georgia A. an auto vacation can be a. im- without a lost-tinie accident, ac' A son, Elbert Charles Thomag., to Me. and Mrs. Percy Rodgers, Pearlie Harper, 591 Lauderdale. Beautiful Zion church, She will be Mitchell W. M.; Sister Elnorh Its. portant as getting your family cording to the Safety Director W.
missed by the usher board. She tiff, secretary.
W. Moore,
to Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow, 3803 1370 Kennedy.
ready.
leaves a husband, Albert Clark:
Sewanee.
A daughter, Stephanie Pruitt, to
Outait-town guests were 0. F:. S.
close
your
If
you
home
up
careIwo sisters. Mrs. Cattle Rather, Pride of
About one third of Arizona's enPLIAIIINIS COMPANY
A son, Arthur Lee Lape. to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Itesley Pruitt, gm
Ruth, No. 336. West Mein- lessly and just walk off, some of
of 306 N. 11th st., Miss Lucille phis,
lift $4188
Mb S. Cooper
bnd Mrs. Willie Lape, 1484 Oak. Griffith.
sister Melissa Rainey, W. your possessions may -walk off" tire population Is concentrated
t1-3101• OISIITIt
Skinner, of Washington, D. C.: one M.;
lawn.
A daughter, Toni LaShay Wil•
Mrs. Rosie Ridgley, and her too in your absence. An accumu- within a 30-mile radius of the city
brother, Mack Skinner, or StuttA son, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred hams, to Mr. and Mrs. James
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Annie Mae lation of newspapers or full milk of Phoenix.
E.
gart.
Little, 746 Fleming.
Williams, 677 Looney.
Ridgley, of
Rev, 5. L. Hampton officiated. guests of West Memphis, were bottles on the doorstep can tip
• A daughter, Yolanda Elisabeth
A son, Tyrone Mitchell, to Mr.
sister Lula Greer Sun- off the wrong kind of -visitors"
Internment
in Neilliardt, Ark. The day
Euels, to Mr. and Mrs. Lemon and Mrs. Frank Mitchell, 7911
afternoon, in Memphis, Tenn. while you are away. Drawn blinds
HasSecurity Funeral Home was in
Euels, 938 Miller.
lewood.
A surprise birthday party was may also indicate that here Is a
charge.
' A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. JULY 15. 1957
given in honor of G. W.
house which can be ramsacked at
Tlenry White, 100 Sunset.
A daughter. Cynthia Lynn Green The Memphis Baptist Brother. Mr. and Mrs. Troy Simpson. sr. The hostess was his McIntosh. leieure.
wife, Mrs.
president,
of
420
at.
their
will
S.
had
L.
13th
as
Bonner,
hood,
Z.
A daughter, Sherri Lynn Lipson, to Mr. and MrS. William C.
Betty
Mae McIntosh. The party DON'T HIDE KEY
Green, meat Thursday night, July 25 at guests their son Ralph Simpson,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Lip- 2207 Clayton.
was given at the home of Mr.
Discontinue milk and newspaper
gin, 2778 Douglas.
A son, Joe C. Webb, to Mr. and Owen college, Orleans and Vance, of Detroit, Mich. and Mr. Simp- and 'Mrs. George
Jefferson of 515 delivery. therefore when you drive
at 8 p.m. to formulate final plans son's brother, Leon Simpson of S.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Helm Mrs. David Webb, 190
lath
st.
Texas.
Mr. McIntosh was away on vacation. Let your home
764 Somerville.
A son, Gregory Anthony Hughes, for the program scheduled to be Chicago. Mrs. Bernice Thomas. o f most astonished over the
wonder- look lived in. And ask a neighbor
held in August on lachalf of the 51110, Hampton pl., Memphis, was
A daughter. Sandra Nell Gary, to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Hughes, national and state conventions. an overnight guest of her brother ful occasion. A delicious menu was or friend to pick up your mail evto Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Gary, 162 E. Essex.
served.
Games
were played and ery other day or so. It can Jodi3634 Democrat rd.
A son, Jerald Bernard Yates, to The conventions are scheduled and sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. the guests were: Mr. and
Mrs. cate "nobody home."
13th
it.
Williams.
October.
N.
James
of
and
Saptember
310
The
for
JULY it art
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Yates, 1018
Verland Shelby, Mrs. Tearpa J,,.
Don't hide a door key on the
program is an effort to raise the last Thursday. Mrs. Thomas and
A son, Michael Andre Smith, to N. Third.
rue. Mrs. Georgia Ford, Juniour premises. The classic places ((Jr
representation fees.
her brother, Mr. Williams, a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith, 362 A daughter. Wanda
Sington,
Denine HarMn.
and
Mrs.
Bill
under the door mat, on a
McIn- It
VEIN
Assessment for the two c
Mrs. Thomas' niece, Miss Harett tosh,
Driver.
•
ris, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. MarMr. and Mrs. Jack Vaughns, lamp fixture near the entry. in
ventions is $5 for each Brotherhood
went to White Hall Lake,
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. !IS, 157 N. Decatur.
Mrs.
R.
L.
Joyce,
Z.
P.
mailbox
well
just
—
as
Mile.
are
the
Mr
IND
Richard Jones, 1886 Farrington.
A son. Willie Janice Harris, to or Laymen organization in each Hughes, Ark. Friday on a fishing and Mrs. Williams Johnson, Miss known to thieves as to members
church. It has already been paid trip. They had good luCk.
A son, Sherman McDowell, jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Lovies
John L. Harris, 310
Hunt,
Charley
Gs
family.
spe
the
n.
of
by eeme and is due on or before CARDS OF THANKS
•1111111•1111•111•1111MIIIMIHMII
to Mr. and Mrs. Sherman McDow- Mink rd.
here are three things to put in
August program. We of the Burns family with to Sammy McClure and le Indy
ell, 505 N. Third.
A son, Elvit Quinn Reddick, to the date of the
Holmes.
Everyone
seemed
to
have
jewelry,
silver
and
your
storage
urged
are
—
Ministers
to enbeing
the New St. Paul M. B. had
A son, Frank Gerleander Antho- Mr. and Mrs.
a wonderful time.
Lewis Reddick, 261 courage their church represents. thank
fur coat. A safe deposit at the
church and pastor for their kindny, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. An- W. Fields.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Taylor, bank is the right place for the
fives to be present to participate ness and sympathy shown to 'us
A daughter. Bonnie Carol liar.
of
2212 Jackson, are the proud first two. Your fur coat will be
in the plans for the peotrerr.-1he during the death of our father Mr.
AIM
dy, to Mr. and Mrs, John W. liar.
parents of a baby boy horn July better off at the cleaner's or your minasmismismeem 1070 on Mr
meeting is scheduled for the ad- Sam Burns.
dy, 1965 Hubert.
furrier's.
ministration building which faces
Anderson,
509
S.
of
Mrs. Lorine
JULY 18, 1911
Orleans it.
SHUT OFF GAS
26th st. and children, are spendA eon, Britt Eugene Whitehead
And here are three things to
ing their vacation in Indianapolis,
i to Mr. and Mrs. Britt Whitehead,
take with you — sun glasses, cafInd. They are the guests of her
2581 Perry rd.
feine type tablets and insurance
father, Johnny Johnson. Mr. and
A son, Rickey Boatman, to Mr.
•
company identification card, Sun
BRUSSELS — (INS) — Belgiiim Mrs. Willie Allen, of 2515 Jack•
snd Mrs. Hudson Boatman, 1871
•
The Memphis Letter Carriers glasses can he helpful in driving
•
gained the finals of the European son, had as their guests Mr. Al•
caffeine type tabThe
the
sun.
Into
band
John.
Eddie
Mrs.
will
mother,
play
len's
a
concert
at
DougThem Is • melee why **eels
A son. Mark Eugene Wishing. zone Davis Cup competition by
lets help restore alertness when
like to do buffaloes with ea Is ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. winning the final two singles son, and his niece, Miss Janice lass Park playground under auVACATION Tips
spices of Memphis Park Commis- you become dozy on the road. Inis err prompt, Memel! NM«, Washington, 1333 Melee.
matches of its semifinal with Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. C. Collins, of sion recreation department on formation on your insurance comA daughter, Jacqueline Elitabeth Great Britain.
toOthlintil tottohoutt sod dillidist
motored to Clarks- Friday evening, July 26 at 6:30 pany is essential in case of Sr.
Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Beatrice
defeated 311 N. 10th st,
Brichant
to We roe.
Jacques
accident.
they were the p.m.
Jones, 1223 Charlotte.
Britain's Mike Davies, 14. 44, dale. Mies. where
Finally, on departure day be
Oiwo nr..4•7 gad Pekrire MOH.
All area residents are invited to
A son, James Earl Turner, to 64, 6-4, 6-2, in the final match overnight guests of Mrs. Collins'
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and attend the free concerts. There sure all window's and doors are
Umell II P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. AMISS C. Turner, to win the giant-final, 3-2.
Morris. or. They also will he others at other playgrounds securely locked. Turn off lights.
•VIIii#1 as dot Itotardilt"
1800 N. Second.
Belgium's Philippe Washer top- Mrs. John C.
disconnect extension cords a n d
A daughter, Willie Marie Walk. ped England's Robert Wiloon, 3-6, visited relatives of Mr. Collins in in the following weeks.
Earlier this week the band play- shut off gas jets. Now you've in•
cc, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Walk. 6-4, 6-0, 6-0 in the fourth match Alligator and Farrell. Miss. and
Sirs. Collins'-aunt in Frior Point, ed a concert at New Chicago play- Bored your peace of mind on your
er, 746 Linden.
of the series.
ground.
holiday.
A son, Kenneth Earl Maxwell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Maxwell,
1130 Pennsylvania.
152 MADISON AVE
A daughter, Debra Ann Blue, to
Phan* JA. 3-11111
(English Lady)
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Blue, 3144
si••• °wised . Some 0••••4•4
Al John Oasts§ Hospital
Y ii, 957
A son, Anthony Jackson, to Mr.
rid Mrs. A. J. Jackson, 1418
• James.
A daughter, Laurette .1 11ereivrea.
ther, to Mr. and Mrs George
bierriweather, OA S. Bellevue.
A son, Clyde Douglas, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Douglas, 2489
Vendaie.
A OW Robert Sweareour. to
'Mr. and Mrs. Jethro Swearen,ger,
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Belgians Advance
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Band Concert
On July 26th

Take the right \
clothes

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

MADAM BELL

Winslow.

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT

PH.GL 2-9463

MEN AND WOMEN
DOTS UP TO $32100 OR MORE
ADDITIONAL INCOME EACH MONTH APPEAL TO YOU'
Truly fabulous opportunity to enter the multi-million dollar a rear time
terted and prone Bell Point Pen Industry. You will Join our present di.trIbutore In over 11 Kates
handllnt our equivalent to the famous
PAM" • MITI MI *Mt MI MOOT 111PC% faILL. the titan eateettleed Pan IS the world War. gold titeltuditelt thritosh our beallittni and
Thta is talle a set-rtehediellleten NM mileage% InarehatidIse
fatIP llninSect. Flofilver,• intim, Indnthlt MOTs* totitito Woof who One/Ift
saint in
.
all Nati *tellable • se so hatefteme.
Tellt Pallet heti
volved POR11111411 IF set UP tot jou completely Puny explained In personal
Interview with Company Peeprdientstive Write, Include Your plane num •
her.

TWIN POINT PEN COMPANY
403 NORTH JACKSON
UNIVERSITY CITY a, no.

• YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she le
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatiafjed with marriage? Have
yell lest faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
la had health! Are you disesuraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. SU
will read life to you just is she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you hare
failed la tbia rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located as HIgtivay 51 South, jut ever Miseissippl State
Line,is the way to Hernaado. Her home is 2 blocks below
wiwor• she ase te stay right aside the Denote Motel. Be sure
Is look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all Limes. IShe never bad an office in West Memphis./
Catch yellow bus market. Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks aid see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m, to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the eight sign and the right WHO.

NO FIXED
DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO

As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

and
Keep in touch with home
by Telephone
Swimsuit or ski-togs. sports
or formal—the right clothe'
can almost make a vacation. And regular telephone
call, home will bring extra
pleasure and peace of
mind. So let Long Distance
make your vacation more
enjoyable. It's easy, quick,
and the cost is low.
It's Twice as Foil

to Coll by Ninnbier

Eicruthe rro-BelI

C
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

City-Wide Beauty.
Contest Impressive

July 27, 1957

NIA Institute Seen
As Service Booster

Louise Brown and A. Payne
carried the bail for us in the cityFide bathing revue
Klondike
6
Barbara Carter and Jas. Shar.s
were our bathing revue winners.
Orange Mound
One of our representatives in
the bathing revue, which we played host to, was hefty Ronald
Grace, who was visiting here from
Chicago with his grandmother.
Our other contestant was Lillian
London.
Washington
Miss John Ella Wills and Walt
W. Gibson in. had the tough
of selecting Robert Turner an
Gloria Jean Lauderdale as winners of Washington's bathing
revue.

Our king and queen, Thomas
By JOYCE M. BLACKMON
Harris, jr., and Yvonne Mitchen
LeMoyue
Chosen from LeMoyne to rep- looked quite handsome strolling
resent us in the city-wide beauty around the pool.
tual Insurance Company, Norfolk.
By MABEL B. CROOKS
contest at Orange Mound were Grant
NASHVILLE — The insurance Va.; August Dutton Universal
Sandra Jean LaBar and Eugene
Winners of our bathing revue,
service level is expected to rise Life New Orleans, La.; Stephen
Smith.
William A. Turner and Shirley Ann
considerably in National Insurance Edley, North Carolina Mutual,
Some of our participants in the Burns faced some tough competiAssociation member companies be- Memphis, Tenn.; W. H. Gibson,
AAU track and field meet were tion in such contestants as Vircause 22 selected executives studi. Central Life Tampa, Fla.; E. W.
Emmitt Wallace, Rather Cole and ginia Ernestine and Gertha White
Green
North
Carolina
Mutual,
ed agency management and sales
Sam Wade.
and Gail Tounsel.
at Tennessee State University this Roanoke, Va.; H. Guy, Keystone
Riverview
Melrose
Bogalusa,
La.:
0.
D.
Life,
James,
Summer.
Our contestants in the bathing
Thanks to grand cooperation of
The third annual NIA instibite Afro American Life, Miami, Fla.;
revue were Clyde Hill and Char- the
parents of this area we had
which closed last week in Nash- R. N. Mayes, Universal Life, Memlene Roberts.
18 girls and 10 boys competing in
ville was designed expecially for phis, Tenn. J. P. King, Mammoth
Lincoln
our bathing beauty revue. Mildred
this purpose. As a result policy- Life, Columbus, Ohio; L. A. MilOur first place winners captured
Moore and Joseph Randolph were
holders are sure to come in for ler, Mammoth Life, St. Louis, Mo.;
third place in the city-wide bath.
victorious.
better services, and prospective C. F. Merritt, Protective IndusIng revue.
Manassas
insurance buyers should get what trial, Selma, Ala.; James C. MontCapt. Lee A. Thigpen, jr., chap.
They were Jeanette and Norgomery, Dunbar Life, Cleveland,
Charles Robinson and Eddie lain
they need.
man Reynolds.
at the Kennedy Veterans hosi Fifty hours of training were of- Ohio; Ernest B. Payne, Supreme
Other winners and participants Phillips are two of the main rea- pital in Memphis; was among the
fered in lectures and seminars Liberty Life, Memphis; William. C.
at Lincoln were Joyce Ann Askew sons why Manassas teams are
90 officers of the 3063rd Replace.
conducted by a faculty of charter. Peden, Pilgrim Health and Life,
and Carl H. Reynolds, second taking the measure of all the
ment Training Center, U. S. A.
ed life underwriters and other in- Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. G. M. Powers,
prize; Lynn Ulen and William others in our league.
surance experts. Phases of pros- Central Life, Pensacola, Fla.; R. C.
Our bathing beauty revue win- which underwei, a two - weft.
Ward, jr., third; Nay Dani, ConRobinson,
North
Carolina
Mutual
pecting and agent recruitment
61,000 SCHOLARSHIP WINeditor of the Memphis Press.
Miss Sammie Hawthorne, of
nie Jean Johnson, Jerry Lee John- ners were Ivory Green and Wes- training period ending July 21 Mr
scimitar, speaker for the night,
were studied. Principles were Life, Charlotte, N. C., St. Clair
NER—Alger Vernon Boswell
El Dorado, Ark ; Paul L. D. son, Ronald Porter, Gwendolyn ly Mitchell.
Fort Jackson, S. C.
and
Life,
Robinson,
Health
not
Pilgrim
stressed
methods
taught and
Jr., 16-year-old senior from
and at right Dr. H. Council!
Robertaon, of New Orleans; Stevenson, Nellie Willerford, Bet- New Chicago
Col. Robert H. Garrison (if An.
MamScruggs,
Sumter,
S.
C.
J.
J.
manageagency
only to improve
Nashville's Pearl high school,
Trenholm, president Alabama
DeCalvin Hughes, of Forest, sey Morgan, Anthony Curter,
We had four girls to pass the derson, S. C., is commanding ofRoss
Evansville,
Ind.,
Life,
executives
moth
equip
also
to
George
but
ment,
Is congratulated by Lt.
State college and Elks regionMiss Jo Anne Lewis, of BeauGirlee Johnson, Brenda Joyce AAU, Leola Dobbins, Barbara ficer of the Replacement 'Trainto better train their sales forces. H. Sys. Southern Life, Baltimore,
mont, Texas. The regional win- Douglass, Morris Hughes, and Sherrill, Gladys Johnson and ing Chnter. The center's
W. Lee, Elks grand commiseducational director. Other
second
In addition to two weeks at Ten- Md.; Huey L. Taylor, Benevolent
sioner of education, after he
-The
contestants speaking on
ner will compete in the naFrankie Matthews.
Norma Hughes.
'regiment comes fron4 Tennessee.
nessee State, the course requires Life, Shreveport. La.: William P.
Negro and the Constitution"
tional oratorical contest durwon a $1.000 scholarship as
DUMB
each executive to complete satis- Vaughan, Keystone Life, Baton
regional winner of the oratorwere Homer Littlefield Mc.
ing the National Elks CoriumMaster and Miss Dunn are
factorily three special projects in Rouge, La.; Alfred M. White, UniCall, of Montgomery, Ala.;
lest contest. Looking en are
lion In Pihladelphia this AuRonald Robertson and Beverly
versal Life, Nashville, Tenn.
his district.
Edward J. Meeman (center),
gust. (Withers Photo)
Wells.
The faculty included L. J. Gunn,
SELECTED ENROLLEES
Beale Park
The selected executives enrolled CLU, institute dean and district Tnn.; H. A.
educational
Two of the winners in Girls
e
were W. T. Browne, Virginia Mu- manager, Atlanta Life, Nashville, ir,
Jump rope and the Boys horsed ector.Lnis ersal fe, memph,
assistant
CLU,
shoe tournament held at Beale
Tenn.; C. 0. Hollis,
park were Karen Jean Watkins
agency director, Pilgrim Health
and Life, Augusta, Ga.; Lonzie L.
and Joe Walker.
superinagencies
assistant
Jones,
L.
E. Brown
,
tendent, Golden State Mutual, Los
Representing us wonderfully in
Angeles, Calif., William F. Savay,
the city-wide bathing beauty coneducational director, Supreme LibMiss Geneva Shannon, along ,State Department employe. While test at Orange Mound were Maserty, Chicago.
with her sister, Dr. Dorothy Shan- I there she visited many shrines ter and Miss L. E. Brown, Walter
Murray J. Marvin NIA execu- mon, presented a travelogue of the and other places of interest.
Collins and Betty J. Jones.
Thompson
has
n
o
t
will
make
Bandarama
B.
Richard
The Mass
tive director, Chicago, directed the Holy Land July 14 at the Berean
Dr. Dorothy Shananon received Kansas Street
Memof
yet.
citizens
over
as
the
takes
to
bow
:Is
institute.
Winner of our horseshoe tournaBaptist church at 3 p m.
her bachelor of science degree its
Mai
phis. on Tuesday night Oct. 22, at
The Ladies Auxiliary No. 132 of
The church was beautifully dec- pharmacy from Xavier university, ment was William Vaughn.
WEIS
Ellis auditorium. North Hall. 'this the NALC has the following repRobert Howse
orated
with
lovely
New
Orleans,
La.
in
May.
The
flowers.
Miss
INN
is the first presentation of a pro- rentatives on the committee:
The honors of Master and Miss
Geneva
sisters
daughters
of
the
late
Shannon
wore
a
are
beige
full
gram of this kind in the city of Mrs. Louise WesUey, Mrs. Beaskirt dress with tan buttons Rev. W. B. Shannon. They attend- Robert Howse were received by mimmialimanosmorramm
INN
Memphis.
trice Bowen, Mrs. W. A. Miller,
down front, white wide brim hat, ed Jackson city schools and Lane Richard Williams, 7, and Brenda
INN
11•11111111111111MMOMIIMICIINE0WIM
This program is being given by Mrs. Nettie Bonner and Mrs. H.
tan slippers and bag. Dr. Dorothy college. Miss Geneva Shannon re- Rucker, 8.
IIIIIMINIEM11.15311:011131
the various Negro high school W. Beecher.
Shannon wore a navy blue sheath ceived her bachelor of arts degree Hyde Park
hands of the city. The following
There are other civic-minded citMEMPHIS AM
Maureen Chism and Sidney ammalummazgas=goana
dress, small navy hat, with navy from Howard university in WashAIM
High schools are represented: izens taking part in the promotion
bag and slippers. Lovely corsages ington, D. C. She did graduatae Brown won the bathing revue
1070 on your dial Ammo
Booker T. Washington, headed by of this work, and the pushing of
were pinned on the two very love- work at the American university. titles on our playground in cornINN!
Prof. Blair T. Hunt; Hamilton, the initial program. Some of them
' ly young ladies, a white carnation
Following the travelogue a re- petition wish such constestants as
NEW YORK — (INS) — Billy for Miss
Prof. Harry T. Cash: Melrose, are Mrs. Wiley Johnikin and Mrs.
"vesiamaiNEMININIMI
Shannon and a pink car- ception and birthday celebration Colleen Holloway, Bubble JackProf. F. H. Campbell; Manassas, Theresa Mannings of the City Graham enjoyed the first nation for Dr. Shananon by Mrs.
was held to honor the two and son, Imogene Hill, Barbara Fish.
Prof. Louis B. Hobson; Douglas, Beautiful office: Thaddeus Stokes, day of a two-day "vacation" from Margaret Savage, one of the city
Mother Lula Thomas of Berean er and Harvey Tharps.
Prof. J. D. Springer; Lester. Prof. managaing editor _if the Memphis his drive to bring God to New school teachers.
Baptist church on her birthday. Patterson
Andrew B. Bland; Porter Junior World; L. Alex Wilson, editor of York, by waging war against an
Miss Geneva Shannon has just ice cream, cake with peanuts
High, formerly headed by Prof. the Tri-State Defender; Mrs. Ann other "devil" — Mr. Bogey, on returned from more than t w o
and candy were eerved to those
Richard B. Thompson: and Car- Hall of the local V ': Mrs. Sarah a suburban golf links.
years in the Middle East as a present in the Fellowship room of
ver, now headed by Prof. Richard Marie Neal, of the Universal Life
The famed evangelist left town
the Berean Baptist church.
B. Tompson.
Insurance co.; Z. L. Bonner, of
Nell Huntspon, reaiorter.
Sunday for a much-needed rest
the North Carolina Mutual InsurPROGRAM COMMITTEE
uninterrupted
61-day
drive
after an
These schools have already ance Co.; W. T. Gurney, of the that drew more than 1.100,000 to
made selections at the persons Union Protective Assurance Co., I Madison Square Garden, a n d
who will represent them in the and others whose names are not wound up Saturday with another
general mass bandararna commit- available at this time.
100,000 at the Yankee Stadium. The 14th Ward Civic club is
The full synopsis of the program The drive has now been extended
tee. This general committee has
called to meet in a special call
presented
will
be
be
given
later
to
met twice and selected the offifor another three weeks.
The board of director of t h e
meeting, Monday night July 39, at
cers of the committee to work out by the publicity committee headleaving
for
his
"day
in
Before
the Bethel Presbyterian church, Foote and Cleaborn Homes Tenant
the program. The representatives , ed by Nat D. Williams.
the sun," Graham told associates
NADA J. WILLIAMS is an architecfrom the various schools so far COMMITTEE HEADS
Association has decided upon
that "America is facing its great- 1060 Mississippi blvd., at 8 p.m.
tural designer. She's styled interiors
selected are as faints:
The following persons were seThere are matters of vast im- Tuesday night, July 30 as closing
est crisis in history. . .prayer
Booker T. Washington, Prof. V/. lected to head the General Mass
date of the current Baby contest.
for everything from railroad cars to
has pulled this country through portance that have come up since
T. McDaniel, Mrs. Catherine R. Bandarama committee: Z. L.
The person bringing in the largtroubles before. Only prayer can our last meeting and must be atleading N. Y. department stores.
Johnson, Nat D. Williams, Elvin Bormer, general chairman; Miss
est number of guests for the conpull it through again.''
Nada's taste runs to modern art,
tended to on or before the last test closing program will receive
Pender, Chas. H. Tarpley, Euless Irene Askew, co-chairman; H. L.
Jackson, recording secretary; R.
T. Hunt.
of this month. This ward extends a cash prize.
classical music, and tucky Strike
L. Duncan, jr., core,sponding secTwo-thirds of the auto service from Mississippi blvd. to College
Douglas, Nelson Jackson a n
A musical program led by Robcigarettes."A Lucky hilt]] cigarette,"
retary; E. L. Pender, financial stations in the U. S. extend credit north to Kerr ave. on the south. ert Milon and featuring the Harothers to be named.
she says. "And that's fine with me.
Hamilton, Thos. Doggett. Walt- secretary; W. T. Gurney, treasur- to their customers and such credit If you live in that area, you are monaires, and Dixie Aires will be
er Pamphlett, Mrs. Lillian Jones,' er.
I :don't want anything that gets in
expected to be present. This is presented.
throughout the country acMrs. H. D. Whalum, Robert Ross,
The chairmen of the following sales
an urgent call for your future welGeorge Anderson is association
the way of the taste."
Mrs. Lucille Woods. Lester, Wil- committees were selected as fol- count for about one-fifth of the fare, said Z. L. Bonner, president. president.
liam C. Cowser, and others to be lows: Program, W. T. McDaniel; total volume.
named
Souvenir, Walter Pamphlett; Tic"IT'S TOASTED"
WHY NOT ADD-A-ROOM NOW
Manassas, Emerson Able, Mrs. kets, Timothy Carr; Decoration,
On FHA ternu. Free estimates, easy payments. No Cash
Up to 60 months to
to taste better!
Bobbie Jones, Miss Willa A. Mc. Euless T. Hunt; Publicity, Nat D.' meeting, which is Wednesday night
pay! We handle all types of home repairs or remodeling on a
contract basis.
If you need a garage, home workshop. den. attic room or bedroom, phone
Williams, Mrs. Georgia Harvey, Williams; Ushers, Mrs. Georgia Aug 14, at which time all corn-1
us
today. WE OFFER SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY
Harvey.
Mrs. Marion Pride.
mittee members are to meet at
Melrose, Cecil D. Goodlosv, Miss
HOME BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
The majorettes contest commit. \ the Foote Homes Community Con820 SOUTH WILLETT
Phone BR 5.8128
Irene Askew, Richard Green, Miss tee will be appointed at the next' ter, 578 Miss. blvd.
Lillian Geraldine Pope, Willie E.
Lindsay, Miss Vials Flowers.
*Porter Junior High. Roy J. McLemma?, Mrs. Eliza Wynne, Webster Williams, Mrs. Hiawatha Harris. Miss Earline Couch.
No representative has been selected from Carver High school as
the newly appainted principal,

Capt. Thigpen
Among Trainees

Present Travelogue Of
Holy Land In Jackson

Mass Bandarame To
Make 1st Appearance

Billy Graham
Wages-WarOn
Golf's'Bogey'

"I pick a cigarette for taste... and

14th Ward Club
Meets July 29 Baby Contest
Ends July 30

The one gin that tastes great
mixed... "chasee or strai

Hold Landlord
In Fatal right
LAURENS, Ark. — (ANP) — A
Laurens Couty Sheriff C. W.
Weir has filed a murder warrant
against Elbert S. Chapman, as a
result of a gunfight between Chapman and Ammon Harris, 55 year-old Negro tenant farmer.
The warrant was issued after a
coroner's jury ruled that Harris
had died of wounds suffereo ;n
the gunfight July 4. Named as accomplice in the murder was Chapman's am, Elbert S. Chapman, jr.
The victim's son Harold Harris
was wounded in the fight also.

Feel like a straight or a mixed drink? Gilbey's is
the one gin that's great, either way. Just enough
flavor to spark up the mixed drinks, yet so amooth

mellow,the taste is great straight. That's
why it's the great favorite, all around the world.

and

GILBEY'S GIN

•

A-200

KILLS
CRABS

the one gin distilled in
11 countries and served
'round the world!

IMMEDIATELY!
Get fast relief! A-200 kjIls
Crabs, Lioe, and their eggs
—in minutes!
Easy ,to use—like a shamNot a greasy ointment.
Won't irritate your skin—
won't stain your clothes.
Washes right out.
Go to the drug store and
buy 4-COO today I

Painting or sculpting: Nada does'em both
—for enjoyment!She smokes for the same
reason. "I get the same wonderful nude
from every Lucky I smoke," she says.
"When you smoke a lot,that's important."

Luckl•s' taste comes from One tobacco- mild, good-tasting tobacco that •
TOASTED to taste even better. Bet you'll
'Be Nada does, "Luckies are the beattasting cigarette I ever smoked!"

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

II-2e1 BETTER ...by *MESON
5

LUCKIES TASTE
BETTER!"

•

NE INTERNATIONAL GIN—distilled and bottled in the United States, England, Canada, Australia, South Africa, France, Italy, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico.
Bilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Orals Neutral Spirits. W.& A. COW,Ltd. Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers Products Co.
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